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i’ve been a “sky guy” most of my life. sundogs, 
halos, rainbows, noctilucent clouds, Moon-
planet twilight scenes, and starry skies: they’re 
all there for easy observing.

as you might expect, i’ve put in more 
than a few hours observing the heavens 
through a variety of telescopes. of all the 
celestial sights available to me, i particularly 
like scrutinizing the planets: Mars when it’s 
near and jupiter all the time are my favorites. 
i recall several futile attempts to catch elusive 
little Mercury during my early years as a star-
gazer, before positively identifying it one 
spring evening as it hovered near venus.

so perhaps it’s not surprising that i also 
enjoy exploring a world that’s very difficult to 
see as a planet — earth.

The 40th anniversary of the flight of 
apollo 8 passed recently, and much was made 
of that historic image showing our beautiful 
blue planet rising above a barren lunar land-
scape. But 28 months earlier, lunar orbiter i 
captured an equally historic image: a grainy 
black and white image of a crescent earth 
sinking toward the Moon’s horizon (right). 

That 1966 image, in poster form, graced 
the wall of my bedroom for many, many 
years; even the apollo photographs of earth 
couldn’t supplant it. so i was delighted to see 
it reborn (still in black and white) as part of 
the lunar orbiter image recovery project. 

while the lunar orbiter earthrise scene 
has remained in my memory, that soft, blurry 
image of earth has long been supplanted by 
high-resolution shots of our planet taken by 
orbiting spacecraft. one of my favorite 
earth-watchers is a craft called Terra, a 
multi-national, multi-disciplinary mission 
involving the us, Canada, and japan. all of 
Terra’s images are available through nasa’s 
earth observatory site, or you can click here 
to jump directly to the first of nearly 500 
webpages of fabulous earth scenes. (To 
search for specific locations, use the page’s 

search function, but add “Terra” after an 
entry to ensure you’re shown images from 
only that satellite.) 

so while assembling a list of websites for 
the article “imaging the universe online,” i 
made sure to include a few earth-image sites. 
after all, there’s nothing like the sight of our 
multi-hued planet from above to make us 
appreciate its fragile uniqueness.
 

paul deans
editor, Mercury
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The View From Above

ON THE COVER
Front:  This Spitzer Space Telescope image of the prolific star-forming nebula RCW 49 exposes  

breathtaking detail in this dark and dusty region, which is home to more than 2,200 stars.  
Courtesy NASA / JPL-Caltech / E. Churchwell (U of Wisconsin).

Back:  This illustration shows the newly discovered planet, Fomalhaut b, orbiting its sun, Fomalhaut; see the   
Astro News brief on page 32. Courtesy ESA / NASA / L. Calcada (ESO for STScI). 
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first word

living in the san francisco Bay area, especially along the 
pacific coast, can be a lot like living in that stephen 
King movie The Mist. fog can be ubiquitous here, and 

it’s easy to imagine those giant carnivorous insects from the 
movie (and other unsettling apparitions) materializing out of 
the drifting vapors.

But during the final weekend of the november just past, 
we had unseasonable clarity and balmy temperatures — and a 
grand seaside view of the second-, third-, and fourth-brightest 
objects in the sky creating an apparition of their own in the 
southwestern sunset sky.

on sunday the 30th, as evening approached, i grabbed 
some camera equipment and, as the sun dropped into the 
sea, drove highway 1 along the coast south from pacifica 
toward half Moon Bay. i pulled into a parking lot across the 
road from one of the scenic beaches cut into the coastal cliffs 
along this stretch of shoreline, and then found an equally  
scenic perch on a cliff-edge guarded by Monterrey cypress 
that overlook the beach and the ocean below.

There was a misty quality to the strand and the waves 
coming ashore, a quality borne of the sea spray still hanging in the 
air from the day’s thunderous surf. above a fog bank on the distant 
horizon, the sky turned a deep red-orange that infused the misty 
scene below me with a ruddy glow. But above all, the sky was crisp 
and clear, and on that darkening dome, venus blazed ever brighter, 
jupiter close above it, and the slender crescent Moon approached 
from the lower right. it was a rare and glorious sight in a singular 
setting — bright planets and the Moon, in a gathering conjunction 
above the sounding sea, against a deepening sunset sky.

Conjunctions — whether groupings of heavenly bodies or con-
currences of events on earth — provide opportunities for us to 
become newly aware of the world around us. one such opportunity 
occurs this year, the 400th anniversary of galileo’s first peep at the 
heavens through his new telescope in the fall of 1609.

This conjunction has resulted in the international year of 
astronomy (iya), in which the astronomical community is mobiliz-
ing to get the whole world to look up, reengage with the universe of 
which we are a part, understand better what’s out there, and appre-
ciate the value of scientific discovery and science education. To 
review what the asp is up to in the iya, be sure to check out our 
iya website. To keep track of other events and activities internation-
ally and nationally, visit the international iya site and the us 
national node respectively. 

and do partake and participate wherever and whenever you can. 
The iya provides us all with a wonderful chance to share our pas-
sion and to help others become newly aware of the world around us 

— especially the part that lies above.
of course, not every conjunction is a positive one. The present 

“perfect storm” of bad economic factors, for example, has created 
challenging times for us all. The current storm, however, makes this 
an appropriate time to reiterate to all of our members, readers, and 
benefactors, how very important all of you are to us and how much 
we appreciate your continuing support of our society, our mission, 
and our common cause.

Conjunctions, by their very nature, are temporary. They form, 
make their point, and disperse. so did the gathering of celestial 
objects at the end of november and early december, so will the 
international year of astronomy, and so will the current economic 
crisis. what’s most important is what remains behind: a new appre-
ciation of the beauty of the sky, sustainable attitudes and programs 
born in the astronomy activities of 2009, and the lessons we learn 
about economics, sustainable policies, and securing our financial 
futures.

another thing that will also remain is our common commitment 
to share our love of the sky and to support efforts to advance science 
literacy by engaging people in astronomical discovery. Through the 
asp, we all invest in a science-literate future; we’re grateful for your 
companionship along the way.

here’s to more glorious sights in the heavens and to good things 
happening in 2009! 

JAMES G. MANNING (jmanning@astrosociety.org) is the Executive Director 
of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific.

Conjunctions
Concurrences of events come and go, but their effects can linger.

by James G. Manning
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astronomer’s notebook

one of the major educational themes during the inter-
national year of astronomy is “dark skies: a universal 
resource.” The goal is to educate people on the negative 

impacts of light pollution and what steps can be taken to reduce it 
and reclaim the night sky (see the feature “dark night”). i am all for 
darker night skies, but all this talk of light pollution got me think-
ing: “just how dark can the night sky get?”

The night sky is not truly dark or black, even when we venture 
into the wilderness far from the glare of the cities. astronomical 
sources such as the Moon, sun (yes, the sun), and stars contribute 
to both the brightness and color of the night sky. 

natural “light pollution” from the Moon is substantial. at quarter 
phase, the Moon brightens the sky by a magnitude of nearly one; a 
full Moon by four magnitudes! so, let’s refine the question: “how 
dark can the sky get on a moonless night?”

during the night, the sun lights the sky indirectly. at altitudes in 
excess of 100 kilometers, solar ultraviolet radiation ionizes atomic 
oxygen and sodium. when the resulting free electrons recombine 
with the ions, photons of visible light are emitted. This fluorescent 
emission from oxygen, known as airglow, adds a faint green and red 
tint to the night sky. a much fainter yellow airglow results from 
atmospheric sodium. airglow fills the night sky, but it is brightest 
about 15° or so above the horizon.

another way the sun “illuminates” the night is in the form of the 
aurora. They occur when high-energy, solar-wind particles slam into 
earth. high-speed solar electrons become trapped in earth’s magnet-
ic field, spiral along field lines, and eventually collide with (and ion-
ize) atmospheric atoms. when the ions (mainly nitrogen and oxygen) 
recombine with electrons and return to their unexcited states, they 
emit the pink, green, and blue colors characteristic of aurora.

airglow can be observed all around the world, while the aurora 
are concentrated toward earth’s polar regions. Both of these phe-
nomena become more intense near solar maximum. in fact, night-
sky brightness increases by about 0.5 magnitudes at solar maximum. 

another source of natural skyglow is zodiacal light, which is sun-
light scattered by interplanetary dust. zodiacal light can contribute 
up to 50% of night-sky brightness. its contribution varies with the 
seasons, because interplanetary dust is concentrated along the eclip-
tic. it appears as a white “pyramid” of light extending from the sun’s 
location (below the horizon) up and along the ecliptic. 

zodiacal light appears white because the particles responsible for 
scattering sunlight are much larger than the wavelength of visible 
light and do not preferentially scatter blue light as do the particles in 
earth’s atmosphere. in addition, the light is preferentially scattered 
forward, which is why zodiacal light is brightest nearest the sun. 
however, some light is scattered backward, giving rise to a faint 

glow in the sky opposite the 
sun. This faint, back-scat-
tered glow is known as the 
gegenshein or counter glow. 

starlight is another 
major contributor to night-
sky brightness. The light of 
the stars totals about one 
fifteenth the light of the full 
Moon. The greatest contri-
bution of starlight comes 
from stars with visual mag-
nitudes from six to sixteen. 
starlight is also scattered by 
interstellar dust, which 
means the scattering is con-
centrated along the galactic 
plane. finally, the stars 
beyond our Milky way (in 
the form of external galaxies) 
contribute a modest 1% or so 
to the total brightness of the 
night sky. 

okay, so what is the 
answer to the question? well, the darkest skies have a visual magni-
tude of very nearly 22 magnitudes per arcsecond squared on a moon-
less night during solar minimum. This corresponds to each square 
arcsecond of sky containing a star with visual magnitude of 22. 
research observatories such as Kitt peak national observatory, the 
isaac newton group of Telescopes, and the european southern 
observatory at paranal achieve such dark skies. in practical terms, 
this means that if you attend a star party (usually held during new 
Moon) at a dark-sky site and become fully dark adapted, there will 
be enough ambient light from the sky to let you walk carefully 
around the site without the aid of even a red-light flashlight!

 if you’re interested in comparing the brightness of your local 
night sky to that of the darkest sites, you could invest in a sky 
Quality Meter (sQM). The globe at night program now accepts sky 
brightness measurements obtained with sQMs. you can also use 
such devices to track sky brightness as a function of location, sea-
son, and lunar phase. 

Astrophysicist JENNIFER BIRRIEL is an Associate Professor of Physics at 
Morehead State University in Kentucky. She would like to acknowledge  

Chris R. Benn and Sara L. Ellision for their particularly “enlightening”      
technical note La Palma Night-Sky Brightness.

Night Sky Brightness
Just how dark can the night sky really get in the absence of artificial light?

In this shot from the International 
Space Station, the constellation 
Orion, the Hunter, sets behind 
Earth’s limb. But first, it sinks into a 
brownish layer known as airglow.
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by Jennifer Birriel

http://www.globe.gov/GaN/
http://www.globe.gov/GaN/learn_SQM.html
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planetary perspectives

in my previous column i extolled the virtues of a nasa flagship 
mission to venus, arguing that to fully understand the nature of 
terrestrial planets we need to explore all the examples of these 

small rocky worlds our solar system has to offer. That’ll help us bet-
ter understand the terrestrial planets we will eventually discover in 
the numerous planetary systems around other stars, and it will pro-
vide crucial context and a deeper understanding of the origin, histo-
ry, and workings of our own planetary home.

underlying my specific argument for venus was the perhaps not-
so-subtle opinion that a well-balanced planetary exploration pro-
gram is a healthy program. i’m going to step right into the minefield 
here and use some of the recent public focus on the Mars science 
laboratory mission (Msl) as a backdrop to: (1) question whether 
our present planetary exploration program might be disproportion-
ately focused on Mars, given available budgetary resources, and (2) 
lament the damage done to the health of nasa’s overall exploration 
program by unchecked cost overruns.

The loss of the Mars observer mission in 1993 offered then 
nasa administrator dan goldin an opportunity to exercise his 
new “smaller, better, faster, cheaper” approach to mission design (as 
outlined in his november 1993 statement to the us senate’s sub-
committee on science, Technology, and space). he also instated a 
“get back on our horse and go to Mars at every launch opportunity” 
mission cadence. i think this was a well-intentioned message to the 
nasa workforce, and the nation, that we will face head-on the risks 
associated with spaceflight and learn from failures (and not shrink 
from them).

This new focus also nicely aligned with nasa’s growing astro-
biology interests and a desire to be responsive to the public’s     
intuitive understanding that the search for life elsewhere is a root 
motivation for exploring and understanding our place in the     
universe. Mars offers the most familiar, earth-like environment in 
the solar system and provides perhaps our best hope of finding an 
extant and/or extinct independent expression of the origin of life in 
the solar system.

it’s therefore no surprise that Mars beckons to us, and it seems 
natural that the red planet might be afforded a somewhat elevated 
priority in mission scope and cadence. in practice, though, the 
nasa planetary exploration program has, in recent years, been 
comprised of two programs: a Mars program and whatever else fits 
— as long as we can afford it after the guaranteed, launch-to-Mars-
at-every-opportunity missions. (The “whatever else” current line-up 
is just one lunar and one outer-planets mission. 

now, don’t get me wrong — i’m certainly not anti red planet! 
Mars is a fascinating world, and we’ve only just scratched the surface 
in exploring it. Missions to Mars really connect with the taxpayers 

who foot the bill (witness the reac-
tion to the wonderfully successful 
Mars exploration rovers!), and it 
just makes plain sense to deeply 
recon the world that most every-
one innately understands will be a 
prime focus of future human 
exploration beyond our blue home.

i do worry a bit, though, that 
because of the “Mars tree,” we risk 
losing scientific sight of the plane-
tary forest. with so much of our limited budgetary resources devoted 
to this one world, we risk depriving ourselves of other deep insights 
into our solar system’s origin and evolution that come from dedicat-
ed follow-on exploration of all its worlds. what about that neptune 
orbiter? how about a Titan rover? a europa radar sounder, anyone?

next up in the Mars queue is the Msl, an extraordinarily capable 
roving lab aimed at expanding the envelope of interactive Mars sur-
face science. But some significant budget overruns (which more 
than doubled the original bid/cost of the mission) now threaten to 
eat much of the rest of the planetary exploration budget for years to 
come. The overrun even threatens to bleed the research and analysis 
budget that provides precious context for past, ongoing, and future 
mission discoveries.

This is not meant to pick unfairly on Mars or the Msl (i hope 
the mission is very successful) and is not confined to the science 
Mission directorate’s planetary division. The astrophysics com-
munity is facing its own similar issues with the james webb space 
Telescope, and some earth science mission instruments could     
certainly take a lesson in the concept of “bang for the buck” from 
their commercial counterparts. But the aftershocks of the Msl  
budget earthquake are illustrative of the grave danger in allowing 
uncontrolled cost overruns to slaughter the innocent.

Both the incoming administration and the next nasa 
administrator have a great opportunity to start down a new path — 
one that will encourage the science community and our industry 
partners to build realistic and reliable budget estimates for future 
missions, and one that won’t allow the budget busters to be bailed 
out at the expense of our seed corn. The planetary science         
community and the interested public also have an opportunity       
to re-evaluate the scientific balance of the planetary exploration 
program as well. Balancing both our budgets and our science is in 
everyone’s best interests. 

DANIEL D. DURDA is a Principal Scientist in the Department of Space Studies 
at the Southwest Research Institute in Boulder, Colorado.

Planetary Science in the Red
Spreading the wealth (or lack thereof) in planetary exploration.

by Daniel D. Durda
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whether peering toward the horizon from some sunny 
beach or toward the dimmest recesses of space from a 
mountaintop observatory, there’s a physical limit to how 

far you can see. from the beach you can gaze only as far as the 
earth’s curvature will allow. no binoculars will enable you to see 
japan from California.

similarly, the most powerful telescopes can only detect light 
emitted within a finite sphere, from objects currently about 46 bil-
lion light-years away in any direction. That’s because the universe is 
expanding, and the most distant objects we detect today — whose 
light was emitted about 13.5 billion years ago (the approximate age 
of the universe) — are now about 46.5 billion light-years away.

But in theory, this observable universe is perhaps a speck in a 
vast cosmos containing objects we will never see — like a ship over 
the horizon — long carried away by the tide of the expanding uni-
verse. regardless of how bright the object might be, its light travel 
time to earth exceeds the age of the universe.

if this isn’t weird enough, scientists think they have detected 
something beyond the observable universe — something really 
strange, at that — tugging at objects we can actually see. as expect-
ed, this made a big splash in the news media. The claims are 
intriguing, but the science community is far from convinced this 
could be true.

The observation is based on data from the wilkinson Microwave 
anisotropy probe (wMap) and X-ray surveys of galaxy clusters 
and is reported in the october 20 issue of Astrophysical Journal 
Letters. a team led by alexander Kashlinsky of nasa goddard 
space flight Center found that more than 700 clusters are sailing 
towards a 20°-wide patch of sky between the southern constellations 
Centaurus and vela at a speed of two million miles per hour, about 
four times faster than expected. 

galaxy clusters are big, so something bigger must be attracting 
them. Kashlinsky calls the movement a “dark flow” because matter 
in the observable universe can’t account for it. he speculates this is 
caused by something beyond the visible, perhaps a tilt in the uni-
verse or a ravine-like structure in space itself created at the moment 
of the Big Bang, before the inflationary period made the observable 
universe flat.

staying with the ocean analogy, imagine that you are on a ship 
far out at sea. The water initially looks calm in all directions, but far 
off to starboard, you see turbulent water rushing toward a point on 
the horizon. perhaps there’s a waterfall or a crack in the ocean floor 
causing this. 

Kashlinsky’s group thinks it spotted such a dramatic force, possi-
bly some oddity of primeval space-time pushed over a trillion light 
years away by cosmic inflation.

“if we were to 
somehow look suffi-
ciently far enough we 
should see the prime-
val state of space-time 
[before inflation], 
which presumably was 
inhomogeneous,” 
Kashlinsky said. 
“There should be an 
edge of the universe, 
and we may have 
stumbled upon it.”

This was a surprise 
result. Kashlinsky set 
out to employ a technique he developed a decade prior with 
fernando atrio-Barandela from spain’s university of salamanca, co-
author on this recent paper. The two had found it possible to deter-
mine velocities of galaxy clusters based on the interaction of their 
hot X-ray-emitting gas with the cosmic microwave background. so 
with astronomers dale Kocevski (university of California, davis) 
and harald ebeling (university of hawaii), the team correlated 
some 700 galaxy clusters with three-year wMap data. 

if you find the concept of a dark flow hard to believe, you’re not 
alone. “it’s stunning if true,” said Charles Bennett of johns hopkins 
university, wMap principal investigator, who cautioned, “no one 
has successfully replicated the result.” david spergel, a theoretical 
astrophysicist at princeton university, Macarthur “genius” award 
winner, and key member of the wMap team, also has strong doubts.

The Kashlinsky-led paper has been cited about a dozen times to 
date, but its impact on the community remains uncertain. wMap 
continues to absorb more of the cosmic microwave background 
with each orbit; and the wMap team, seemingly unfazed by dark 
flows, is focused on refining that data to make steady gains in sup-
porting or nullifying various shades of inflation theory.

Kashlinsky plans to tighten his calculations with recently 
released five-year wMap data and a larger cluster survey, but this 
will take several months. his current analysis suggests that the dark 
flow is real, he said, but one should “always beware of a more bor-
ing explanation.”

regardless of the explanation, these are exciting times when, for 
the first time, a bunch of primates living on a rock 13.7 billion years 
after the Big Bang have the tools to intelligently piece it all together. 

Freelance health and science writer CHRISTOPHER WANJEK knows he can’t see 
Japan from a Hawaiian beach, but this winter he wants to try anyway.

Tales from the Edge of the Universe
Claims of detecting a force from beyond the stars remain controversial.

armchair astrophysics

The galaxy cluster 1E 0657-56 (known as the 
Bullet Cluster) lies 3.8 billion light-years away. 
It’s one of hundreds that appear to be carried 
along by a mysterious cosmic flow.

by Christopher Wanjek
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fifty years ago, robert s. richardson wrote in an asp leaflet, 
that despite our limited knowledge of planetary atmospheres, 
“in one field of planetary studies . . . our knowledge is fairly 

complete. with the exception of venus we know the rotation of all 
the planets with an accuracy ranging from a fraction of an hour 
down to a very small fraction of a second. even in the case of 
venus we can estimate the rotation period within rather broad  
limits.” since then, we have applied new techniques to this problem 
and have found that some of the values richardson gave were 
wrong. we have also finally determined the rotation period of 
venus.

historically, the obvious way to find a planet’s period of rotation 
is to watch its surface markings move as the planet spins. This tech-
nique provided a very accurate value for the rotation of Mars, which 
has markings clearly visible from earth — it rotates in 24h37m23s. so 
the Martian day is just a little longer than ours.

similarly we can determine the rotation of jupiter’s cloud tops by 
watching the great red spot and other markings; the result is 9h50m 
for the equatorial regions. But jupiter’s rotation rate depends on the 
latitude at which it is measured; it rotates a little slower closer to the 
poles.

for some of the planets, richardson described a spectroscopic 
method that involved “measuring the velocities indicated by the 
doppler shift of the spectral lines at the approaching and receding 
limbs” of the planet. This yielded a period of 10.03 hours for 
saturn, about 10.8 hours for uranus, and 15.8 hours for neptune. 
These values have been modified somewhat; saturn’s period is now 
believed to be 10h39m, uranus’ 17h14m, and neptune’s 16h06m. 
uranus is known to rotate on its side, with its axis tilted 98° from 
the vertical.

pluto, as richardson pointed out, was a problem, since “it is so 
far away that it does not show a disk even in the largest telescopes.” 
But studies of the variations in its brightness, assuming that there 
are brighter spots on one side than the other, gave a rotation of 
about 6.39 days. This has held up well with later studies, though it is 
now known that its axial tilt is 123°, so it rotates in the direction 
opposite its orbital motion.

The two innermost planets were the most challenging. in 
richardson’s day, apparent markings on Mercury led to the belief 
that Mercury rotated on its axis and revolved around the sun in the 
same length of time — 88 days. Thus Mercury would always keep 
the same face toward the sun. But in 1965, astronomers bounced 
radar waves off Mercury and determined that this little planet 
rotates in 58.6 days, or two-thirds of its period of revolution. The 
cause of this resonant ratio is tidal forces driven by the sun. This 
results in the solar day on Mercury being equal to two of its years: 

sunrise to sun-
set takes 88 
days, and night 
lasts another 88 
days.

as for venus, 
richardson 
noted: “since it 
is always cov-
ered by clouds 
its rotation  
period cannot 
be determined 
from observa-
tions of surface 
markings.” The 
doppler meth-
od also failed to 
show any     
perceptible dif-
ference between 
approaching and receding limbs, so “apparently the planet is rotat-
ing too slowly to give a measurable shift to its spectral lines.” But 
temperature measurements indicated no large differences between 
night and day, and this argued for a rotation that was not too long, 
perhaps in the neighborhood of five days. Many textbooks of the 
1950s suggested a rotation of about a month.

in 1962 the delay-doppler radar technique was applied to venus, 
and provided two unexpected results. first, venus rotates retro-
grade, in the direction opposite its revolution around the sun, with 
its axis tilted only about 2° from the vertical. second, its rotation 
period of 243 days is longer than its 225-day period of revolution. 
This is unprecedented in the solar system, and the discovery took 
everyone by surprise.

we now know considerably more than richardson did about 
planetary rotation, thanks to radar techniques and studies by vari-
ous space probes of the outer planets. But we’d still like to know why 
venus is rotating backwards, how uranus ended up tipped over on 
its side, and what caused pluto’s large tilt. so there are puzzles yet to 
be solved. 

KATHERINE BRACHER (bracher@whitman.edu) taught astronomy at Whitman 
College in Walla Walla, Washington, for 31 years. Retired in 1998, she currently 

lives in Austin, Texas. Her research focuses on eclipses and the astronomy of the 
ancient world; her other principal interest is early music.

50 Years Ago: Rotation in the Solar System
Determining a planet’s rate of rotation in the pre-spacecraft era wasn’t always easy.

echoes of the past
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as we begin 2009, it’s a good time to ask a question about the 
year itself: just how long is it? for centuries, this seemingly 
simple question caused enormous controversy and frustra-

tion for astronomers and potentates alike.
a sidereal year is the time it takes the sun to return to the same 

apparent position relative to the stars. The problem is that any     
calendar built on a sidereal year quickly gets out of sync with the 
seasons. a better choice is the tropical year — the length of time 
needed for the sun to return to the same position in the cycle of 
seasons (between vernal equinoxes, for example).

The greek astronomer hipparchus was probably the first to 
measure the difference between the sidereal and tropical years. he 
took measurements of the length of the year (according to the   
equinoxes) from 141 to 127 BC and realized it did not match the 
egyptian calendar, which was based on the sidereal year.

The time difference between the two years (about 20 minutes) is 
caused by precession, and 300 years later ptolemy proclaimed that 
the drift of the tropical year against the stars was fixed at 1° per 
century.

But by the late 1500s the julian calendar (established by julius 
Caesar in 46 BC) had drifted away from the true seasons by some 
10 days because, in reality, the tropical year’s drift isn’t “fixed.” 
gregory Xiii, who became pope in 1572, established a commis-
sion within the first two years of his pontificate to come up with a 
solution. 

in 1577 the commission issued a booklet entitled Compendium 
of the New Rationale for Reforming the Calendar. it is the only record 
we have of how aloysius lilius solved the calendar problem. never 
heard of lilius? history is littered with forgotten geniuses, but few 
have had such a major impact on society. he was born in italy and 
studied astronomy in naples. late in life he moved to Ciro in south-
ern italy where, as a member of the pope’s commission, he came up 
with a multifaceted yet simple solution to the problem. 

in 1576, just as he was about to present his proposal to the com-
mission, lilius died. fortunately his brother antonio understood 
the importance of the work, and he gave lilius’ book to the pope.

lilius’ work was studied by the commission, which included the 
astronomer Christopher Clavius, who was convinced the new calen-
dar should be based on planetary theory. “i should think that in 
order to restore and keep account of astronomy it would be rather 
important to adopt the true motion,” he wrote. But lilius argued 
that basing a calendar on planetary theory would be too complicat-
ed. his solution was simple — use a mean value of measurements of 
the length of the year that is as close as possible to the true motions 
of the Moon and the perceived motions of the sun — and it ulti-
mately convinced Clavius.

But what mean measurement should be chosen? The pope added 
the astronomer ignazio danti to the commission in 1580 to work 
with Clavius on the question of the length of the tropical year. did it 
change or not? 

danti proved the year varied when he measured the equinoxes 
in florence in 1574 and 1575 and found the length of the year     
differed from ptolemy’s measurements. Clavius became convinced 
when, in 1575, he built a celestial globe and calculated the preces-
sion between Copernicus’ observations in 1525 and his own work 
in 1575. 

Combining their experimental results with the solutions given by 
lilius, the two astronomers chose the length of a year in the new 
gregorian calendar to be 365 days, 5 hours, 49 minutes, 12 seconds. 
The commission signed its report to pope gregory in september 
1580, and he gave it his approval in february 1582. as october 4, 
1582 ended, a new day dawned: october 14, 1582! lilius’ radical 
suggestion to instantly recoup the 10 days already lost due to the 
drift in the old julian calendar had been adopted.

There remained one nagging problem — the leap year. This was 
already used in the julian calendar, but it didn’t quite fix the prob-
lem. so the leap century rule was created to keep the calendar in 
synch with the seasons. The fix drops three days from the calendar 
every 400 years by cancelling the leap year in three out of every four 
century years. who came up with this brilliant idea? none other 
than lilius, who, despite being almost unknown today, at least has a 
crater on the Moon named in his honor. 

At last report, CLIFFORD J. CUNNINGHAM is still alive and therefore is not 
eligible to have a lunar crater named after him. He is, however, content with 

asteroid 4276, named in his honor in 1991.

How Long Is a Year?
Answering this simple question has never been easy.

annals of astronomy

by Clifford J. Cunningham

Detail on the tomb of Pope Gregory XIII.

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/09247c.htm
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it has happened again. a student has come to my office after fail-
ing the first exam, wondering what she can do to bring up her 
grade. after the initial pleasantries, i ask how she studied for the 

exam. expectedly, she memorized all the material dutifully, as she 
did for all her exams in high school and her other courses in college. 
unexpectedly, i asked her how she assessed how she knew whether 
she was ready to take the exam. she gave me a blank stare as if no 
one had ever asked her this question before.

something is missing in most of our students’ educational expe-
rience: metacognition. They do not know how they think and do 
not know how to determine what they know. it is not sufficient to 
move my students past factual recall (what to think) toward learning 
how to think. i must also help them explore why they think the way 
they do. The self-awareness of learning is what separates the best 
students from the rest and should be the ultimate goal in learning.

as defined by a.l. Brown, metacognition refers to “cognition 
about cognition” or, less arcanely, the deliberate conscious control of 
cognitive activity. as applied to a simple problem in astronomy, say 
using stellar magnitudes to find distance, a student will normally 
identify the known quantities, ascertain what is to be found, and 
then apply a strategy to find the solution. Metacognition will take 
this a step farther by predicting outcomes, monitoring when to 
apply different strategies, tracking progress toward the solution, and 
checking understanding of the concepts and strategies. The inability 
to monitor thinking is a common reason for failure in problem solv-
ing by many students.

when a student makes a mistake, we often try to correct his 
problem-solving methodology, rather than stepping back and asking 
why he thought that. This is akin to getting students to confront 
their misconceptions. simply asking students what they think does 
not change how they think about the misconception. rather, we 
need to go to a deeper level and ask the student why he thinks that 
way in order to rebuild the mental constructs.

Monitoring thinking is related to self-talk, that “little voice in our 
head” that drones on while we think. self-talk goes on whether we 
achieve metacognition or not and has both positive and negative 
aspects. when we do something successfully the self-talk is often 
praiseful, while when we struggle the self-talk is confidence eroding.

Think about two groups of students in your class: those who 
answer with confidence and those who demonstrate doubt. Chances 
are that the second group has difficulty with identifying and using 
learning strategies accompanied by minimal constructive self-talk. 
Metacognition is a way to put the destructive self-talk aside as the 
student concentrates on why she is thinking a certain way and not 
on the answer.

Metacognition is not always needed. simple tasks or storage of 

factual information, such as memorizing that jupiter is not the   
largest planet in our galaxy, does not require deep cognitive activity. 
utilizing magnitudes to determine which of three stars is closest 
probably does for our students.

some teachers already support the development of metacognition 
without knowing it. The simplest form is to have students answer a 
question and then explain their answers. But that does not require a 
student to think deeply about her thinking. a key step is to get stu-
dents to describe why they are thinking that way and not just merely 
vocalize methodology. 

for example, consider the following problem: 
star a has an apparent magnitude of 3 and an absolute 
 magnitude of 7.
star B has an apparent magnitude of 5 and an absolute 
 magnitude of 4.

steve says that star a must be closer. dan says star B is closer. 
we often ask who do you agree with and why? instead we should 

ask: “why do you believe the other student thinks that? how would 
you suggest the other student catch his error as he thinks through 
the problem?” Cognition about cognition is the crucial step in 
developing the self-talk, or self-awareness, students need to increase 
their academic ability. 

DAVID BRUNING (david.bruning@uwp.edu) is a Distinguished Lecturer at 
the University of Wisconsin-Parkside. He finds it ironic that we spend so 

much time promoting specific concepts and so little time training students 
to utilize the power of their brains.

Thinking About Thinking
To students’ disadvantage, metacognition is seldom taught in our classrooms. 

education matters

by David Bruning

Student cognitive self-awareness is key to academic growth.
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d a r k  n i g h t

by Rowena Davis

The International Dark-Sky 
Association is leading the 
movement to save starry skies.

A star-studded night sky arcs above Rainbow Bridge, 
Utah, in this photo by Dan and Cindy Duriscoe 
(National Park Service Night Sky Program).

http://www.nature.nps.gov/air/lightscapes


such concerns can become the basis of a smart lighting plan that 
enhances safety and recreation while improving nighttime ambiance 
and revealing the tapestry of stars unobscured by light pollution. 
without care, the myriad needs of a developed society can blanket 
the night with inappropriate illumination that robs citizens in cities 
around the globe of a vital natural resource.

for 20 years the international dark-sky association (ida) has 
made the task of protecting the night its sole mission. founded in 
1987 by an amateur astronomer and a scientist at the national  
optical astronomical observatory’s (noao) Kitt peak facility   
outside Tucson, arizona, this non-profit educational organization 
offers an extensive program that promotes the benefits of dark skies. 
it does so by guiding a multifaceted global endeavor that draws on 
the talents of researchers, lighting designers, city planners, conser-
vation groups, professional astronomers, and amateur stargazers.

What is Light Pollution?
light pollution is one of the most insidious forms of environmental 
deterioration facing the world today. although less vilified than the 
impurities defiling the air we breathe or the water we drink, light 
pollution nonetheless has a wide range of negative effects. 

one easily recognized consequence of light pollution is the loss 
of starlight in urban areas. stray photons from streetlights, signs, 
and other light sources are caught in, and diffused by, the atmo-
sphere above a city. This results in the surrounding sky acquiring a 
yellow or orange tint. appropriately called “sky glow,” this atmo-
spheric discoloration can be seen (in some cases) for hundreds of 

miles and is responsible for the disappearance of stars in urban 
communities. depending on the severity of the excess light, it can 
affect both casual stargazing and professional research. 

glare — excessive brightness that causes visual discomfort — can 
come from any source of bright illumination and can actually 
decrease visibility. anyone who has been disturbed by unwanted 
light from a street lamp or a neighbor’s unshielded porch light — an 
effect known as light trespass — knows how annoying this situation 
can be. Too much light leads to visual clutter and creates a glaring 
problem . . . literally! Bright, confusing, and excessive groupings of 
light sources, commonly found in over-lit urban areas, reduces 
accessibility to the stars. 

The disappearance of celestial wonders is a terrible and unneces-
sary sacrifice. as we lose our connection with the night sky, we lose 
a source of inspiration that has fueled exploration of this world and 
beyond. in First on the Moon (1970), arthur C. Clarke stated: “The 
inspirational value of the space program is probably of far greater 
importance to education than any input of dollars. . . . a whole  
generation is growing up which has been attracted to the hard     

d a r k  n i g h t What do the reproductive habits of 
sea turtles have to do with the view of 
the constellation Cassiopeia? How can 
smart security practices help inner-
city children locate Orion’s Belt in the 
sky? These threads are all tied to the 
concept of sensible lighting.

Traditional acorn-style lighting fixtures in Washington, DC, contribute to the city’s sky glow.

Glaring, eye-level lighting, installed in front of an apartment complex, 
makes it difficult for drivers on the nearby street to see pedestrians or 
other dangers. Fixtures that direct light downward minimize such glare.
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disciplines of science and engineering by the romance of space.” a 
few short decades later, we face an entirely different mindset. as the 
stars become invisible to vast numbers of the population, we as a 
society are losing that sense of curiosity that fed our drive to create 
and explore.

Advocating for Darkness
some of the ida’s most dedicated advocates are amateur astrono-
mers. They acquaint themselves with their local governments to 
help pass regional lighting ordinances (usually by including lighting 
regulations in planning and zoning rules and building codes), or 
lobby businesses and municipalities to voluntarily switch to fully 
shielded lighting, which saves energy and darkens the sky. 

Many volunteers educate others and celebrate the sky by holding 
local star parties. ida slovenia section leader andrej Mohar 
recently held the first international dark sky Camp on beautiful 
lastovo island, Croatia, where the area’s status as a nature preserve 
(and the Caspian sea to the south) contribute to breathtaking views 
of the Milky way. 

such a celebration of the treasures of the night is the purpose for 
which ida was founded. But a growing body of research indicates 
that the effects of the loss of darkness extend through many ecosys-
tems and impact the health and well being of the biome as a whole.

The Power of Darkness
for centuries, plants and animals have depended on the length of 

day and night to trigger important life-cycle behaviors such as 
reproduction and predation. But artificial light at night confuses 
many species. it can cause trees to flower out of season and interfere 
with foraging and feeding of animals ranging from bats to fish to 
insects. 

Mating patterns of nocturnal creatures appear to be especially 
disrupted by extraneous light. for instance, fireflies seem to have 
difficulty attracting mates when their bioluminescence is dimmed 
by unnatural glow. amphibians such as tree frogs decrease the rate 
of their mating calls when light is present. 

The plight of sea turtles is gaining worldwide attention. Born on 
beaches, turtle hatchlings can become disoriented by coastal light-
ing. drawn away from the ocean, the babies often succumb to     
predation or being run over in the streets. 

Countless types of migratory birds depend on starlight for orien-
tation. But on cloudy or foggy nights, birds are fatally drawn to the 
bright lights of towers and buildings. here they end up circling the 
light sources until they drop, exhausted, or they collide with the 
object. 

Bright, unrelenting light affects more than wildlife. it may also 
decrease personal security. practitioners of the concept of Crime 
prevention Through environmental design argue that bright lights 
do not decrease crime. instead, they not only make an area easier 
for the criminal to see, but they often cast shadows where the crimi-
nal can hide. (More sensible crime-prevention lighting includes 
automatic sensors that turn on when movement is detected or  

The Milky Way and Jupiter can be seen reflected in the Adriatic Sea surrounding Lastovo Island, Croatia. Some experts and many amateur astronomers 
claim that this area features some of the darkest skies in Europe.
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evenly spaced, low-wattage bulbs that minimize shadows.)
wasted outdoor light consumes 1.77% of the total energy gener-

ated in the us. unnecessary lighting of outdoor areas (including the 
sky) costs approximately $1.7 billion and causes the release of 1.2 
million tons of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere every year. This 
wasted energy saps communities of both money and natural 
resources. however, with a little effort the problems of energy waste 
and excessive, obtrusive light (and their ecological consequences) 
can be rectified.
 
Practical Solutions
The solution is surprisingly simple. Most (if not all) of these prob-
lems can be resolved with the application of strategic lighting. 
Twenty years ago, very few companies offered fully shielded, “dark-
sky-friendly” lights of any kind. (“fully shielded” means no light is 
emitted at an angle greater than 90º from the downward vertical.) 

The ida has been working directly with lighting manufacturers 
to foster the growth of this market through the fixture seal of 
approval program (fsa). light fixtures that meet ida criteria for 
glare and shielding earn the ida seal of approval and a profile on 
the ida’s website. Today, the majority of both municipal and       
residential lighting manufacturers offer at least one product line of 
glare-free, fully shielded light fixtures. 

The ida strives to remain the leading source of information on 
this topic. in 2008, we formed alliances with a number of conserva-
tion groups including the american Bird Conservancy and the 
Conservation system alliance. 

ida Technical advisor peter strasser has been elected Chair of 
the international Commission on illumination’s Technical 
Committee on “artificial lighting and its impact on the natural 
environment.” This position allows him to guide the compilation of 
scientific research on the environmental effects of light at night. in 
addition, the ida’s technical team has been working directly with 
the us department of energy to include full shielding as criteria for 

A dark night sky is visible over fully shielded parking-lot lighting in Tucson, 
Arizona.

One fully shielded light above this doorway provides illumination sufficient 
for safety and security.

(Left) An example of light trespass in Washington, DC, this “street lighting” directs very little light onto the street. Instead, light is splashed onto the sides 
of residential buildings and sent into the sky as wasted energy and a potential nuisance. (Right) Fully shielded metal-halide lights, shown here with post-
top fixtures, are one of the most energy efficient outdoor lighting options available. However, due to their blue-white glow, these lights can be disruptive 
to insects and sea turtles and should not be used in environmentally sensitive areas such as coastal regions.
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solid-state-lighting (commonly known as LED) streetlights in 
Energy Star, a federal energy conservation program. 

As news of the dangers of the loss of darkness emerges, the fight 
for natural skies is becoming an increasingly diversified cause. 
Awareness of light pollution is increasing on an international scale. 
Since 2000, Italy, Spain, Japan, Australia, Great Britain, and other 
countries have begun to address light pollution. In 2002 the Czech 
Republic became the first nation to pass national legislation that 
limits light pollution throughout the country. Five years later, the 
Republic of Slovenia passed a similar law. In 2008, the IDA held  
two US Congressional briefings, which resulted in 11 bipartisan      
members of the House of Representatives calling upon the 
Environmental Protection Agency to consider light pollution in 
future assessments and regulations. 
 
What Can You Do?
Many people would like to take action, but don’t know where to 
begin. One individual — you — can make an astounding difference 
in the reduction of light pollution. Here are three suggestions that 
can help you build knowledge and reduce unnecessary outdoor 
light.

1) Evaluate your personal outdoor lighting needs. Use only the 
right amount of light rather than overkill. This could mean install-
ing low-wattage bulbs or shielded fixtures to direct the light down-
ward. Timers, dimmers, and sensors can help regulate light and save 
energy by turning lights off when they’re not needed and by auto-
matically lighting an area when necessary. 

2) Visit the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America 

(IESNA) website and study their handbooks and recommended 
practices. The book Lighting for Exterior Environments is an excel-
lent resource.

3) Get practical and educational resources from the International 
Dark-Sky Association's website. The IDA has created dozens of tools 
to help everyone develop or acquire better-quality lighting. 

Mentions in regional publications and coverage in internationally 
significant news sources such as the Associated Press, the New York 
Times, and an article in the November 2008 issue of National     
Geographic, raise awareness of the effects of light pollution, and, 
more importantly, offer solutions. On a larger scale than ever before, 
communities are contributing their talents and energies toward the 
goal of protecting the natural darkness. Common areas of advocacy 
include holding lighting workshops for community leaders, giving 
educational presentations to students and civic groups, and forming 
IDA Sections to generate awareness. 

The IDA continues to provide worldwide resources on dark-sky 
awareness and quality lighting practices that protect ecosystems and 
save energy, in order to preserve clear views of the stars for genera-
tions to come. With the support of volunteers and community  
activists, we will continue to fight for quality outdoor lighting that 
will protect our natural heritage.

You can help by becoming part of the dark-sky movement. Join or 
donate to the IDA, and learn how to keep skies dark in your area. 

ROWENA DAVIS has enjoyed the nighttime since she was a child. She is  
currently expanding that passion as the staff writer for the International 

Dark-Sky Association. 

As revealed in this satellite view of North America at night, there are very few truly dark-sky sites left in the continental United States.
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The IDA is proud to participate in the International Year of 
Astronomy 2009 by providing material and publicity for the 

“Dark Skies Awareness” cornerstone project. This special project 
helps engage communities around the world in the movement to 
keep our skies as natural as possible. The theme — “Dark Skies 
are a Universal Resource” — is a great way to educate people 
about how light pollution affects the sky. 

Tracking the number of the stars visible at night is the only  
way to map light pollution here on the ground. Star counts are 
providing scientists with an idea of the amount of light pollution in 
a given area and how it changes over time. The IDA is delighted to 
be involved with two star-monitoring projects during 2009. 

The NOAO-sponsored star-counting program, GLOBE at Night 
(GaN), to be held in 110 countries from March 16 to 28, 2009, is 
the first global star count of the new year. The IDA is dedicating 
the feature story of its Winter issue of Nightscape to the IYA, 
Dark Skies Awareness, and GLOBE at Night. Regular GaN updates 
will continue throughout the year; more information is available 
on the Globe at Night website.

The IDA has also been working with the Planetary Science 
Institute and Dan McKenna (Palomar Observatory) to develop the 
Night Sky Monitoring Project, a pilot endeavor that will systemati-
cally monitor areas of sky to determine sky glow. In this attempt 
to standardize data collection, 10 uniquely designed automatic 
photometry devices will be placed in national parks around the 
country to provide measurements during a series of months 
throughout 2009. The unprecedented regularity of these readings 
is expected to provide the most accurate baseline data on sky 
brightness in the US to date. The mechanics of the project were 
announced in early January 2009, during the IYA2009 sessions at 
the American Astronomical Society conference. 

To promote dark-sky education during and after the IYA, the 
IDA is creating “traveling exhibits” to help explain how natural 
night skies are better for nature and ecosystems. A series of   
brochures and corresponding posters, each in full color and ready 
to use, explain the talking points of a variety of light-pollution  
topics. The material can be downloaded and printed at home for 
distribution in classrooms and to create displays. These multi-  
purpose, portable learning tools for students, teachers, and civic 
groups will help raise awareness of the delicate relationship 

between light and night. Advocates anywhere can set up a compel-
ling educational session with these do-it-yourself outreach tools 
simply by downloading the free files from our website. 

The first brochure, currently available for download, examines 
the way light affects wildlife and shows how birds, sea turtles,   
and other species of animals and insects need natural starry nights 
for orientation and other life processes. Subsequent brochures 
will look at energy, safety, and the effects of light pollution on 
astronomy. 

To encourage the use of lighting that is dark-sky friendly, the 
IDA will promote the use of energy-reducing, sky-saving shielded 
fixtures in a project called The Great Switch Out. This project 
encourages people to switch their outdoor lights to dark-sky-
friendly, shielded fixtures that direct light only where it is needed 
— keeping the ground bright and the sky dark. Posters, e-mails, 
and listings of the best types of fixtures that are dark-sky friendly, 
and information on how to install them, will be available in select 
retail outlets. This information will also appear in brochures that 
summarize the differences in lighting fixtures, outline the advan-

tages of those that are dark-sky friendly, and include a 
set of simple directions on how to choose the right 
fixture to suit individual needs. The IDA website will 
offer a comprehensive list of energy efficient, fully 
shielded, dark-sky-friendly fixtures as well as detailed 
instructions on how to switch old fixtures for ones 
that have the IDA Fixture Seal of Approval designation. 

The IDA’s Sections program, a regional outreach 
effort undertaken by dedicated volunteers who work 
locally to promote awareness about light pollution, is 
planning independent local events such as star parties 
and telescope days in classrooms. A special thanks to 
the IDA’s team of Section volunteers for their wide-
spread and varied promotion of the IYA. For infor- 
mation about the IDA Sections, visit the Sections 
webpage on the IDA’s site.

— R. D. In 2008, GLOBE at Night inspired 6,838 measurements of night-sky brightness by citizen 
scientists from 62 countries around the world.

This simple, three-panel display can be easily created using materials 
available on the IDA’s website.

IDA involvement in the IYA
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http://www.astronomy2009.org
http://www.astronomy2009.org
http://www.darkskiesawareness.org/
http://www.globe.gov/GaN
http://www.darksky.org/mc/page.do?sitePageId=65750
http://www.darkskiesawareness.org/switch-out.php
http://www.darksky.org/mc/page.do?sitePageId=56418&orgId=idsa
http://www.darksky.org
http://www.globe.gov/GaN/index.html


Credit: Nebula: NASA / ESA / M. Livio (STScI). Earth inset: Goddard Space Flight Center / Reto Stöckli.

i m a g i n g  t h e 
U n i v e r s e 

O n l i n e

by Paul Deans

The Web is a valuable resource, 
but you need to know where to 
look to find the good stuff.

The Hubble Space Telescope image of the region near the 
star cluster NGC 2074 (top left) reveals a firestorm of stellar 
creation. Inset: A true-color mosaic of a collection of satellite-
based observations of Earth.
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i m a g i n g  t h e 
U n i v e r s e 

O n l i n e

while searching, i’m particularly conscious of copyright. The 
asp has an excellent reputation, and we have never a problem 
securing permission to use photos in Mercury. But some sites are 
(justifiably) touchy about how their images are used, and while i like 
to always select the best i can find, there are times when a copyright-
free (or public-domain) image is the best way to go. The public- 
domain route is often the easiest one for educators to follow, too. 
The image is there for the downloading: no muss, no fuss. 

andy fraknoi’s astronomy education review article Images on 
the Web for Astronomy Teaching: Image Repositories “lists and 
reviews 61 websites with catalogs of astronomical images that are 
useful for both formal and informal education.” it’s an excellent 
resource, and while the following list of 43 of my favorite websites 
has some overlap with andy’s article, there are also some differences. 
i’ve tried to include sites that offer nothing but public-domain 
images and video clips, i’ve added a brief section on astronomical 
illustrations, and since earth is an astronomical object, i’ve included 
websites containing striking images of our planet from space.

All NASA, All the Time
an excellent place to start if you’re looking for high-quality and 
recently released images from nasa missions is their Multimedia 

gallery. here you can subscribe to podcasts (audio and video) and 
rss feeds to get the latest news and images. There are image galler-
ies, blogs, and a direct link to nasa Tv. i try to avoid this site only 
because i’ll spend far too much time exploring it instead of focusing 
on what i’m actually searching for!

in fact, nasa’s home page is, itself, a fountain of features that go 
beyond static images. if (like me) you haven’t looked at it recently 
because the last time you checked it was pretty boring — give it 
another try. you’ll be pleasantly surprised.

if you’re searching for historic images from nasa’s library, try 
the grin (great images in nasa) site. This is an excellent source 
of those old images, particularly of the early days of manned space-

flight, that you recall seeing but can never find. some 
are as old and grainy as they look, but at least there 
are high-res versions of most shots.

in addition to being the international year of 
astronomy, 2009 is the 40th anniversary of the first 
manned lunar landing. The apollo image gallery 
contains thousands of photos from the apollo lunar 
missions. The shots from each flight are in chrono-
logical order, but they lack thumbnails (until you 
click on a link), so it’s hard to find specific images. 
still, i’ll wager that all of the famous (and not-so- 
famous) apollo shots are here.

Before moving on, let’s not forget the sun, particu-
larly since its 11-year sunspot cycle is finally starting 
to revive. The granddaddy of all sun-watching space-
craft is soho; click on the gallery and data/archive 
tabs for a bevy of fine images and videos. The latest 
solar mission is  sTereo. launched in 2006, the 
spacecraft hasn’t had as much time to fill its multi-
media page, but what’s there is impressive.

Whether it’s in my role as Mercury 
editor or while I’m working on other 
projects, I spend numerous hours 
surfing the Web. Much of the time 
I’m looking for images — night-sky 
scenes, planets, constellations, stars, 
nebulae, galaxies, or exotic cosmic 
doodads for which there are no pho-
tos, only artist’s impressions.

Astronaut Sandra Magnus does a flip in the International Space Station in this screen grab 
taken from a NASA TV broadcast.

Here’s a lesser-known Moon shot: Neil Armstrong’s first photo taken after 
stepping onto the Moon, July 20, 1969.
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http://aer.noao.edu/cgi-bin/article.pl?id=278
http://aer.noao.edu/cgi-bin/article.pl?id=278
http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/index.html
http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/index.html
http://www.nasa.gov
http://grin.hq.nasa.gov
http://www.apolloarchive.com/apollo_gallery.html
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov
http://stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov/gallery/gallery.shtml
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Exploring the Planets
let’s temporarily leave nasa, because when it comes to exploring 
the universe, there are other players in the game. The european 
space agency’s (esa) home page features an extensive multimedia 
gallery, as does their space science section. look down the left-
hand column of their home page to find a list of 32 missions in 
which esa has some involvement — from BepiColombo slated for 
Mercury to the XXM-newton X-ray observatory orbiting earth. 

included in the esa site is a link to their Mars express orbiter. 
while nasa’s Mars missions tend to garner the headlines, Mars 
express has been sending back astounding images of the Martian 
surface (most unseen by the public) since december 2003.

of course, when it comes to Mars (and the other planets, for that 
matter), nasa’s jet propulsion laboratory (jpl) has been in the 

forefront of planetary exploration for decades (though other us 
institutions are now involved in solar system exploration). as of 
early 2009, the Mars reconnaissance orbiter and the rovers spirit 
and opportunity were still exploring the red planet. But even when 
these spacecraft die, their legacy of superb images will live on, as is 
the case for the recently defunct phoenix lander and Mars global 
surveyor missions.

Those are a lot of missions to bookmark and remember, so 
unless i’m looking for a specific image taken by a specific spacecraft, 
i usually jump right to the Mission to Mars page on nasa’s Mars 
exploration program site. here you can find all the (nasa-only) 
Mars missions — past, present, and future — and ultimately go to 
each mission’s home page. 

nasa’s solar system exploration site is another all-encompass-
ing set of webpages. you can check out different missions (by name, 
decade, target, or nation), explore science and technology features, 
and easily access hundreds of images in the multimedia section.

as you might expect, the best source for planetary exploration 
images is jpl. Their main Multimedia gallery, which has a fine col-
lection of stills and videos, also goes beyond planetary missions. But 

the jpl site i often frequent is their planetary 
photojournal page. here you’ll find an assort-
ment of images of all the planets plus the sun 
and various small solar system bodies. if you go 
there regularly and check under “latest images," 
you’ll be completely up-to-date on what publica-
tion-quality images have just been released. 

My only complaint with the planetary 
photojournal site is that because it’s so inclusive, 
it can be daunting trying to wade through all the 
images, even with their various image-query 
methods. for example, by the end of 2008, the 
saturn section contained more than 2,000 shots! 
This is why i’ll often bypass this site and go 
directly to mission-specific websites. (you’ll also 
learn about the science of each mission at their 
specific sites.) so in addition to the Mars pages 
listed previously, i frequently check the Cassini at 
saturn mission page, the Messenger page for 
the ongoing mission to Mercury, and the legacy 
page for the galileo mission to jupiter.

finally, two spacecraft that will ultimately fill 
their multimedia pages are dawn, a mission to 

Mars in High-Resolution “3-D”

In December the High Resolution Science Imaging 
Experiment (HiRISE) team (University of Arizona) released 

362 three-dimensional images of Mars taken by the HiRISE 
camera on NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. Other Mars-
orbiting cameras have taken 3-D views of Mars, but the HiRISE 
camera — the most powerful camera ever to orbit another 
planet — can resolve features as small as one meter, or 40 
inches, across. 

“It's really remarkable to see Martian rocks and features on 
the scale of a person in 3-D,” said Alfred McEwen of UA’s Lunar 
and Planetary Laboratory, HiRISE principal investigator. “The 
level of detail is just much, much greater than anything previ-
ously seen from orbit.” The 3-D images, or anaglyphs, can be 
viewed on the HiRISE anaglyph site with inexpensive color filter 
glasses commonly used for viewing 3-D images and movies.

— P. D.

A region called Iani Chaos on the red planet was imaged by ESA’s Mars 
Express orbiter and turned into this three-dimensional scene. 

From high above Mars, NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbit spotted the tracks (visible as a series 
of thin white lines) made by Opportunity as the rover surveyed the edge of Victoria Crater.
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http://www.esa.int/esa-mmg/mmghome.pl
http://www.esa.int/esa-mmg/mmghome.pl
http://www.esa.int/esaSC/SEM106WO4HD_index_0_m.html
http://www.esa.int/SPECIALS/Mars_Express/index.html
http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/mro
http://marsrovers.nasa.gov/home/index.html
http://marsrovers.nasa.gov/home/index.html
http://phoenix.lpl.arizona.edu
http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/mgs
http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/mgs
http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/missions
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/index.cfm
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/multimedia/index.cfm
http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/index.html
http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/index.html
http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/new
http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/multimedia/images/index.cfm
http://messenger.jhuapl.edu
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/galileo/gallery/index.cfm
http://dawn.jpl.nasa.gov
http://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/anaglyph
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vesta and Ceres in the asteroid belt (arriving in 2011 and 2015 
respectively), and new horizons, a flight to pluto that won’t reach 
this little outer-world body until 2015.

Going Deep
during the past decade, the hubble space Telescope (hsT) has 
become synonymous with beautiful images of space. This long-lived 
telescope has produced scores of iconic scenes, with new shots being 
released on a regular basis. just visit hubblesite or check the gallery. 
Many of their images are publication-quality. 

another source of hubble material is the european space   
agency, a partner in the hsT program. on their home page at 
nasa/esa hubble space Telescope are multiple tabs for images, 
videos, material for kids and teachers, and more. There’s even an 
online shop. although the core image content is the same as that 
found on the us hsT site, there are differences and extras; don’t 
miss esa’s downloadable hubblecast series.

several orbiting observatories are often overlooked because their 
images are not as “sexy” as those produced by the hsT. one is 
nasa’s spitzer space Telescope (ssT). This scope sees the universe 
in the infrared, revealing a cosmos that sometimes looks significant-
ly different than the one we see visually. from the ssT’s main page 
you can access their images and new releases, or go to “Cool      
Cosmos,” their education and public outreach site, which is truly 
cool. and their irrelevant astronomy series is definitely not the 
usual straight-laced nasa stuff.  

The Chandra X-ray observatory is another overlooked        
space-based instrument. Chandra allows astronomers to observe the 
universe in X-rays, and the images themselves often appear quite 
unusual. don’t miss the special features section where (among 
other things) images are collected into topics.

a third little-known mission was recently launched, which is 
probably why few people know about it. The fermi gamma-ray 
space Telescope (formerly known as glasT) began operations in 
2008, with a goal of exploring the gamma-ray universe. There are 
no “images” available as yet, but give the scientists a year and i’m 

sure their multimedia page will be bulging.
while space-based observatories often reap all the image glory, 

advances in image-acquisition technology have allowed ground-
based telescopes to capture equally stunning space scenes. some of 

NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope caught Jupiter’s moon Ganymede just 
before it ducked behind the giant planet.

The peculiar galaxy Centaurus A as imaged by the 2.2-metre telescope at 
the ESO’s La Silla Observatory in Chile.

You can view the Pleiades on a winter’s night, but you'll never see them 
like this. The Spitzer Space Telescope recorded the open star cluster 
swathed in veils of dust.
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http://pluto.jhuapl.edu
http://hubblesite.org/newscenter
http://hubblesite.org/gallery
http://www.spacetelescope.org
http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu
http://coolcosmos.ipac.caltech.edu/videos/irrelevant/index.html
http://chandra.harvard.edu/resources/images.html
http://chandra.harvard.edu/resources/misc/special_features.html
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov
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the best are coming from the european southern observatory 
(eso); in many cases the image quality is as good as hubble’s. Their 
Multimedia page is the gateway to their extensive image and video 
collections. The menu on the left side of the page includes links to 
recently added images, v-casts (video podcasts), and more.

another source of superb imagery is the us national optical 
astronomy observatories site and gallery pages, where images are 
organized by object type. There are other observatories with equally 
stunning deep-space shots, but these two have, by far, the most 
extensive collections.

Space Art
even with the onslaught of fine images from earth- and space-based 
observatories and planetary probes, i still have a soft spot for astro-
nomical or space art. (in an upcoming issue of Mercury, renowned 
space artist lynnette Cook will ask, and answer, the provocative 
question: “is space art dead?”) 

There are times when artistic illustrations are the best way to 
convey scientific concepts, but public-domain art is not easy to find. 
for instance, the public information office of the Chandra X-ray 
observatory sometimes includes space art in their press releases, 

but they haven’t combined all their artistic material into one page. 
still, you can find a number of useful illustrations in the science 
Concepts section of their X-ray astronomy webpage. 

The spitzer website includes an artists Conceptions page that 
currently holds nearly 100 pieces of graphic or illustrative art. and 
the eso’s images section contains an illustrations section with more 
than 300 entries. unfortunately they’re not grouped or classified, so 
there’s no way to quickly see what’s available; you have to flip 
through page by page. 

as at Chandra, the hubble folks at the space Telescope science 
institute often use illustrations to bolster their press releases, but (as 
far as i know) they have not assembled the artwork into one place. 
still, if you use their search engine to look for artist, you’ll generate 
a series of pages that include links to nearly 200 artist’s concept 
images and videos.

Looking Down
while i tend to be thinking “up” when searching for images, there 
are a number of good sites for educators who need to look “down” at 
earth. as i mentioned in my editorial, i often like to explore earth 
in the same way i explore the other solar system planets. 

if you’re seeking images of specific areas of earth, including your 
city or region, check out the gateway to astronaut photography of 
earth, which features a clickable search map. however, the image 
quality is often not that good.

An artist’s concept of the accretion disk around one of the stars in the 
binary system WZ Sagittarii.

In this three-dimensional visualization based on data acquired by a NOAA 
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite, Hurricane Iris hits the 
Central American country of Belize on October 8, 2001.
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Full disclosure: I work exclusively on a Mac. So imagine my 
frustration when I say that one of the more interesting 

ways to explore the universe is not available to me, since the 
WorldWide Telescope (WWT) is a PC-only application.  

The WWT functions as a virtual telescope, bringing together 
imagery from ground- and space-based scopes to enable seam-
less exploration of the universe. In keeping with the theme of 
this article, note that the WWT contains a rich collection of 
sky sights including constellations; solar system objects; sky  
surveys; the Messier Catalog; images from the HST, the Chandra 
X-Ray Observatory, the SST; and more. 

Although you can't download images, a right-click on an 
image will often take you to the image-information page, where 
(depending on the image) you can access it. Why, it's almost 
enough to make me buy a PC emulator for my Mac so I       
can play, too!             — P. D.

WorldWide Telescope

http://www.eso.org/gallery
http://www.noao.edu/image_gallery
http://www.noao.edu/image_gallery
http://www.chandra.harvard.edu/resources/xrayAstronomy.html
http://gallery.spitzer.caltech.edu/Imagegallery/chron.php?cat=Artist_Conceptions
http://www.eso.org/gallery/v/ESOPIA/illustrations
http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/search.php?query=artist&x=9&y=5
http://eol.jsc.nasa.gov/sseop/clickmap
http://eol.jsc.nasa.gov/sseop/clickmap
http://www.worldwidetelescope.org
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nasa has a fleet of satellites orbiting our planet, and some of the 
best images from these craft appear on the earth observatory site. 
you can find high-quality images of everything from floods to fires 
to pestilence, and a series of global maps permit time-lapse study of 
our changing planet as a whole. 

another excellent collection can be found at nasa’s visible 
earth site. There’s no doubt that The Blue Marble section contains 
some of the best photo-realistic composite images of earth as a 

globe in space. don’t be fooled by the apparently thin listings; look 
under “Collections” or “Country” to unearth many visual treasures. 
and don’t miss the earth observatory link under “Browse archives” 
(it’s a different earth observatory page than the one listed previously) 
for more than 16,000 additional educationally useful images. 

finally, there is an amazing collection of visualizations that i was 
tempted to include in the “space art” section but decided it should 
go here. The goddard spaceflight Center's scientific visualization 
studio (svs) uses data collected by nasa’s earth observation satel-
lites to reveal our planet as you’ve likely never seen it before. Their 
animations are particularly striking, and their search function 
makes finding the right image easier than at most sites. The folks at 
svs have done a stunning job of turning raw data into striking visu-
als that look more like art than science. 

A Cautionary Note
To the best of my knowledge, the images on all the sites listed in this 
article are public domain, but that doesn’t mean they’re freely avail-
able for every purpose. if you’re an educator and want to use them 
in a presentation to your class or in a classroom-based computer 
lab, go ahead. 

But if you use the images for anything else, the situation quickly 
becomes murky. Most of the websites have a page that outlines their 
image-use policies, so check there first if you have another use 
planned for an image. The “commercial” use of images is usually 
frowned upon, even by nasa. you could be surprised at what some 
sites consider commercial use, so always err on the side of caution. 

if you’re ever in doubt about how you want to use an image or 
images, e-mail the organizations and ask. i’ve found that they’re 
always happy to help educators and educational organizations, and 
they will often waive fees or restrictions in exchange for something 
as simple as an acknowledgement. 

Mercury editor PAUL DEANS is grateful to all the national organizations 
and observatories that generate space-related images and made them 

freely available . . . even to Canadians.

Using a collection of satellite-based observations, scientists and visualizers 
combined months of observations of the land, oceans, sea ice, and 
clouds into this seamless, true-color mosaic of North America. The same 
technique was used for the view of Asia on page 18.

New in paper
With a new postscript by the author

Is Pluto a Planet?
A Historical Journey 
through the Solar System
David A. Weintraub

“Is Pluto a Planet? provides some much-needed perspective 
on the battle over the meaning of the term ‘planet,’ a 
battle that, as we often forget, has been going on as long as 
astronomy itself. . . . It puts the current debate into context 
and demonstrates how the acceptance of the new over the 
old in astronomy is driven or deterred as much by human 
foibles as by new information.”
—William F. Bottke, Physics Today

“[A] comprehensive and desperately needed exploration 
of the subject and accessible to those without a prior 
knowledge of astronomy.”
—Steve Ringwood, Astronomy Now

Paper  $18.95  978-0-691-13846-6

800.777.4726
press.princeton.edu
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by John Avant

One facility’s efforts to save 
120 years of astronomical 
photographic data.

The APDA 
houses about 

40,000 molded 
film images from 
the Smithsonian 

Meteor Survey. This 
example, taken December 

27, 1956, shows the Pleiades 
(M45) as a tight group of stars just 

to the left of the bottom center.
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fortunately, Mike was able to find his opportunity at the 
astronomical photographic data archive (apda), a collection of 
historic spectral photographic plates at the nearby pisgah 
astronomical research institute (pari). working with dr. Michael 
Castelaz, pari’s research director, Mike selected 13 spectral plates of 
Mira (omicron Ceti) that were recorded from 1914 to 1949. he 
scanned the images and correlated variations in the hydrogen   
emission lines with archival light curves from the american 
association of variable star observers. 

from his observations, Mike was able to postulate that the 
hydrogen-line intensities change as Mira contracts and expands. in 
the process, Mike experienced an original research project and 
developed a passion for more.

“Mike’s experience just scratches the surface of what ‘time-do-
main astronomy’ is all about,” says Castelaz, “and it helps demon-
strate the value of preserving historical astronomical observations 
and making them easily available. imagine what we could learn if 
the entire recorded history of astronomical observations was avail-
able in an online database accessible by students, scientists, and 
researchers from around the world. at pari, we believe that it can 
be done, and that it is vitally important to begin now.” Castelaz adds 
that “Mike’s enthusiasm for this kind of learning validates another 
important belief we have at pari — that provided an opportunity to 
use their imagination and do hands-on learning, students can 
become very excited about science.”

Mike Aubrey, a  senior  at West 
Henderson High School in North 
Carolina, was facing a problem not 
uncommon to  young people involved 
in the study of science. Mike needed 
a topic for his senior physics paper, 
and he wanted to do something more 
than the traditional classroom or 
library-bound “answer in the back of 
the book” report. He wanted a real 
hands-on project; the opportunity to 
learn by doing.

Thirty-one scientists from the United States, Canada, and Europe       
gathered at PARI in November 2007, to develop a national plan for the 
preservation of astronomical photographic data. 

The Pisgah Astronomical Research 
Institute (PARI) is a 501 (c)(3) not-

for-profit foundation established in 1998. 
Located in the Pisgah Forest 30 miles 
southwest of Asheville, NC, the PARI cam-
pus is a dark-sky location for astronomy 
and was selected in 1962 by NASA as the 
site for one of the first US satellite track-
ing facilities (the Rosman Satellite Tracking 
Station). Today, the 30-building, 200-acre 
campus houses radio and optical tele-
scopes, Earth science instruments, a   
number of fulltime staff, and all the infra-
structure necessary to support STEM  
(science, technology, engineering, and 
math) education and research. PARI offers 
educational programs at all levels, from 
K-12 through post-graduate research. Visit 
the PARI website for more information 
about the organization and its programs.

— J. A.

The Pisgah Astronomical Research Institute (PARI)
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http://www.pari.edu
http://www.pari.edu
http://www.astro.uiuc.edu/~kaler/sow/mira.html
http://www.aavso.org
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http://www.pari.edu
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The Foundation of Time-domain Astronomy
early astronomical observations were made visually, and only a few 
records exist in the sketches, observing books, and notes made by 
pioneer astronomers. Modern recordkeeping began with the use of 
photography. from the mid-1800s into the 1990s, astronomers used 
glass plates, and occasionally film, to systematically record celestial 
objects and leave us snapshots of the sky frozen in time. during the 
past two decades, digital cameras have become the preferred means 
of capturing and storing observations. digital images are easily 
archived in databases that can be made accessible to scientists, 
researchers, historians, and students anywhere in the world. 

But what about the first 120 years of night-sky record keeping? 
This heritage largely resides on photographic plates. These valuable 
records total about three million worldwide, with more than half 
made by astronomers at north american observatories. 

sadly, with the notable exception of a few collections (such as 
harvard university) these irreplaceable records are widely dis-
persed, not centrally catalogued, and generally unavailable to the 
global community for research or study. Tragically, many are now in 
danger of being lost or destroyed unless measures are soon taken to 
preserve them. 

Saving Astronomy’s Heritage
a growing number of astronomers are becoming aware of the need 
to preserve astronomical photographic data and make it available 
for study. They are also starting to mobilize.

in november 2007, 31 scientists from the us, Canada, and 
europe attended a three-day workshop at pari, a not-for-profit 
foundation located at a former nasa facility 30 miles southwest of 
asheville, nC. astronomers at pari have long been interested in 
time-domain astronomy and eagerly embraced the idea of helping 
to advance its cause. The mission of the workshop was to develop a 
national plan for the preservation of astronomical photographic 
data and determine ways to make it available to all interested      
parties. working groups were formed to conduct a census of     
existing photographic data in north america, develop a public 
awareness campaign in the astronomical community, and identify 
funding opportunities. 

The scientists also established the astronomical photographic 
data archive (apda) to be housed at pari. “The creation of the 

apda at pari offers north american astronomy the opportunity 
for a new focus on the assessment, management, preservation, and 
[ultimately] the digitization of much of the latent scientific data 
existing on photographic plates,” says dr. elizabeth griffin of the 
dominion astrophysical observatory in victoria, British Columbia. 
griffin was a pioneer in the effort to save historic photographic data 
and currently serves as the chair of the international astronomical 
union Task force for the preservation and digitization of 
photographic plates.

griffin notes: “Celestial objects are constantly evolving and each 
new observation can show features or characteristics that are 
unforeseen. The more data points that accrue, the more valuable the 
data bank as a resource for research. however, none of that astro-
physical information can be used efficiently, or even correctly, as 
long as it resides only in an inherently non-digital photographic 
emulsion. To realize the true scientific potential of the data, which is 
surely the reason why plates were archived in the first place, that 
information needs to be combined with more recent observations 
into a resource whose time domain may extend over many decades. 
The only feasible way to achieve that is to digitize the plates.”

“The apda at pari,” she adds, “offers an attractive alternative to 
observatories that are struggling, and often not succeeding, to act as 
suitably dynamic guardians of their in-house plate archives. The 
apda model can also stimulate the formation of similar plate-   
processing centers elsewhere. Much therefore depends on the early 
progress and achievements of the apda as it seeks efficient and 
cost-effective ways to feed vital, but almost-lost and almost-     
abandoned information, into modern research.”

The Astronomical Photographic Data Archive
The apda’s permanent 
home is on the lower floor 
of a highly secure, 20,000-
square-foot building near 
the center of the 200-acre 
pari campus. The building 
was constructed like a bank 
vault by the department of 
defense and used for highly 
classified research and data 
storage. The current inven-
tory of astronomical photo-
graphs includes more than 
100,000 images from the 
university of Michigan, 
smithsonian astrophysical 
observatory, Case western 
reserve university, royal 
observatory edinburgh, Kitt 
peak national observatory,     
palomar observatory, and 
the Cerro Tololo inter-
american observatory. The image dates range from 1898 to 1993, 
beginning with the harvard College observatory full sky survey 
and ending with the warner & swasey Kitt peak station Qso survey.

The centerpiece instruments at the apda are two high-precision 
glass-plate scanners (called gaMMa i and gaMMa ii; see the 
next page), built for nasa and the space Telescope science institute 
(sTsci). The scanners were constructed under the supervision of 
dr. Barry lasker, who used them to develop the guide star Catalog 
and digitized sky survey projects that are employed to guide and 

The current APDA inventory of astro-
nomical photographs includes more 
than 100,000 images dating from 1898 
to 1993.

A growing number of astronomers 

are becoming aware of the need 

to preserve astronomical 

photographic data and make it 

available for study. They are also 

starting to mobilize.
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direct the hubble space Telescope. The scanners were donated to 
the apda in March 2008.

image-storage problems were resolved four months later with a 
donation of equipment and services from eMC Corporation. 
Through its information heritage initiative, eMC donated a 
Clariion® networked storage system and eMC navisphere® soft-
ware. The system can store and analyze more than 100 terabytes of 
research data. 

“The contributions by pari, sTsci, and eMC have gotten us off 
to a good start,” says apda director Thurburn Barker. “and, of 
course, we appreciate the collections of photographs that have been 
donated by the various observatories and universities to date. for 

the apda to reach its full potential, we will need much more in 
terms of resources and collections of photographic images. we wel-
come additional collections, and it’s imperative for the astronomical 
community to understand that there is now a safe repository for 
these valuable historical artifacts.”

dr. wayne osborn (professor emeritus, Central Michigan      
university), another early leader in the effort to preserve photo-
graphic plates and a key supporter of the apda, echoes Barker’s 
sentiments. “during the past decade, the astronomical community 
has come to realize that our valuable heritage of photographic 
observations is in danger of being lost,” says osborn. “The main 
threat comes from the fact that as observatories and the nature of 
astronomical observations have changed, adequate storage locations 
and staff knowledgeable about the content and use of photographic 
records are becoming scarce. what has been needed is a centralized 
location dedicated to preserving this material and making it avail-
able for research. The apda at pari fulfills this much-needed role.”

Making the Data Available
after receiving a collection of photographic images, apda’s initial 
objective is to catalog, store, and safely preserve them for posterity. 
after that comes the time-consuming job of scanning each image 
and making the data available in an online database. 

“our first initiative in making the images available to the public,” 
says pari’s Castelaz, “is the stellar Classification online – public 
exploration, or sCope. Through sCope, the citizen scientist is 
invited to explore the nature of stars by classifying them according 
to a scheme developed by astronomers. The classification system 
allows astronomers to determine the temperatures and luminosities 
of stars. spectra of up to one million stars are recorded on photo-
graphic plates in the apda. only about 20% of these spectra have 
been measured and classified by a small group of people. expanding 
the effort to a worldwide distributed effort will allow us to classify 
all of the stars, most of which have unknown natures. we will make 

Left: Michael Castelaz (left) works with APDA Director Thurburn Barker to classify and catalog photographic archives. Castelaz also led the 
effort to develop SCOPE, the first initiative to open the collection to the public. Right: PARI’s Castelaz and APDA’s Barker (right) examine a 
recently arrived collection of photographic plates. To date, the archive has received plates from seven observatories.

The GAMMA II microdensitometer is one of the world’s finest glass-plate 
scanners. It is one of two donated to the APDA by the Space Telescope 
Science Institute.
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a significant impact on understanding the stellar com-
ponent of our Milky way galaxy.”

on the website, anyone can learn about stellar clas-
sification and then participate in the effort. a user can 
log in, select a star from the university of Michigan 
objective prism plate collection, and compare that star 
to a set of standard stars with known classifications. 
when a standard star is found that looks like the 
selected star, the user chooses that standard star’s clas-
sification and records the classification in a database. 
The user will receive a note verifying their work and 
be given another star to classify. Classifications made 
by several users who select the same star are averaged 
to provide a reliable determination of the selected 
star’s type.

“other distributed computing efforts have any-
where between 10,000 and several million users,” 
notes Castelaz. “should sCope attract a hundred 
thousand users, we estimate we can classify at least a 
million stars never before classified.”

A Vision for the Future
despite the persistent efforts of astronomers and sci-
entists across north america, it’s unlikely the apda 
would exist today without the vision and commitment 
of don Cline, a retired businessman from greensboro, 
nC. Cline built his first telescope at the age of 10 and 
has maintained a lifelong interest in astronomy. after 
his retirement, he founded the pisgah astronomical 
research institute and led the effort to save an aban-
doned nasa facility for future generations of scien-
tists and students.

“we like to say that pari is a place where science 
excites the imagination,” says Cline, “and the apda certainly fits 
well within our mission. just think of the exciting possibilities and 
not just for professional astronomers and scientists. with a central-
ized database accessible via the internet, even amateur astronomers 
will be able to view 120 years of north american astronomy.

“Teachers from around the world will have a resource that can 
take children beyond their textbooks and help excite them about 
the wonders and mysteries of the universe. inner-city youngsters 
who can barely see the night sky, much less access scientific instru-
ments, can experience a new way of learning about the world 
around them. undergraduates will be able to conduct original 
research in ways never before possible, research that will actually 
become an important part of our permanent body of knowledge. 
They will even be able to study the characteristics of a star no one 
has ever studied before. and all that just scratches the surface of 
the potential for the apda.”

But Cline also understands the harsh realities of economics. 
“This effort will take more than commitment,” he adds. “it will take 
money. pari can provide the physical structure for the apda and 
others have generously donated time, talent, equipment, and data 
storage. But we need funds to accomplish the immediate tasks of 
obtaining collections of plates, then digitizing and preserving them. 
and we need an endowment to make sure the work being done 
today will be available to future generations. 

“what we really need is for the astronomical community to 
mobilize behind this effort, because if we do not collect and preserve 
these photographic records now we will lose them, and we will 
never have the opportunity to recapture the millions of hours of  
historical star research data they represent.” 

JOHN AVANT is a writer in Raleigh, NC, PARI’s Communications Director, 
and a member of the Friends of PARI.

The APDA scanning laboratory has been named in honor of Dr. Barry 
Lasker (1939–1999) of the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI).      
At the dedication ceremony are (left to right) Ray Lucas of STScI, APDA 
Director Thurburn Barker, and PARI President Don Cline.

A typical old photographic plate, recently scanned. This (negative) image shows the nebula 
NGC 7538, located about 9,100 light-years away in the constellation Cepheus, the King. 
One of the biggest known protostars lives in this nebula.
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Dating Small Martian Features 
Planetary Science Institute

The crater-counting system that scientists 
have used since the 1970s to determine the 
age of large geologic features on Mars will 
also allow them to date small features, such 
as riverbeds and lava flows, according to 
william K. hartmann, a senior scientist at 
the Tucson-based planetary science    
institute.

Crater counting relies on the density, or 
crowding, of craters to determine the age of 
planetary surfaces. it works on the assump-
tion that older landforms have been exposed 
for longer periods and have been hit by 
more meteorites than younger surfaces.

while the method is widely recognized 
as valid for large, miles-wide craters, some 
scientists had questioned whether the rate 
at which small craters form is well enough 
understood and constant enough to be 

trusted in predicting the age of a landform.
The issue didn’t arise until 1997, when 

the small craters first became visible in 
images returned by the Mars global 
surveyor high-resolution cameras. in recent 
years, many more high-resolution images 
have come from the hirise camera aboard 
Mars reconnaissance orbiter.

The crater-counting system, which 
hartmann first proposed in the 1960s, was 
originally developed for counting large   
craters that are several miles wide.

“using small craters to predict the age of 
landforms is complicated,” hartmann 
observed. while the large craters are 
formed by a single event, many small     
craters can be formed simultaneously when 
a large meteorite slams into the planet and 
throws debris into the air, which then falls 
as secondary meteorites, he explained. 

 More information

A young lava flow (dark region) lies atop an 
older surface on Mars. The lava flow has visi-
bly fewer impact craters than the background 
terrain, illustrating the general principle that 
crater numbers can reveal ages of surfaces.
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Martian Rhythms in 
Sedimentary Bedrock
NASA / MRO

Climate cycles persisting for millions of years 
on ancient Mars left a record of rhythmic 
patterns in thick stacks of sedimentary rock 
layers, revealed in three-dimensional detail 
by a telescopic camera on nasa’s Mars 
reconnaissance orbiter.

researchers using the high resolution 
imaging science experiment (hirise) 
camera report the first measurement of a 
periodic signal in the rocks of Mars. This 
pushes climate-cycle fingerprints much  
earlier in Mars’ history than more recent 
rhythms seen in Martian ice layers. it also 
may rekindle debates about some patterns 
of rock layering on earth.

layers of similar thickness repeat dozens 
to hundreds of times in rocks exposed 
inside four craters in the arabia Terra 
region of Mars. in one of the craters,     
Becquerel, bundles of a 10-layer pattern 
repeat at least 10 times, which could corre-
spond to a known 10-to-one pattern of 
changes in the tilt of the planet’s rotation 
axis.

“each layer has 
weathered into a stair 
step in the topography 
where material that’s 
more resistant to    
erosion lies on top of 
material that’s less 
resistant to erosion,” 
said Kevin lewis of 
the California institute 
of Technology,       
pasadena, who is the 
lead author of a report 
on the periodic layer-
ing published in the 
dec. 5 edition of the 
journal Science.

some periodic 
change in the environ-
ment appears to have 
affected how resistant 
the rock-forming sediments became,      
perhaps from changes in what size of sand 
or silt particles were deposited by the wind, 
or from how the particles were cemented 
together after deposition. 

some of the individual layers are less 
than three feet thick. “our findings suggest 

that cycles of climate change led to the   
patterns we see recorded in the Mars rock 
layers today, possibly as a result of similar 
variations in Mars’ orbit,” lewis said.

 More information

This oblique view of periodic layering in Martian sedimentary layers 
shows the regularity in repetition of layers with approximately the same 
thickness. Individual layers in the area average about 10 meters (33 feet) 
in thickness.
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Recent astronomical discoveries from the solar system to the outer limits of the universe.
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New Clues to Seasons of Uranus 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 

with an 84-year orbit around the sun, it 
isn’t often that planetary scientists have an 
opportunity to observe the change of sea-
sons on uranus, a planet some 19 times  
farther from the sun than the earth.

near-infrared images from the Keck ii 
telescope (right) show the planet uranus in 
2005, with the rings at an angle of 8°, and at 
equinox in 2007, with the planet’s ring    
system edge-on. in all images, the south 
pole is at left and the equator is directly 
below the rings. 

uranus, which has an 84-year orbit 
around the sun, has seasons that last 21 
years. with the aid of new imaging technol-
ogies and telescopes, scientists had their 
best chance to observe the change of      
seasons on the distant planet and to look 
for seasonal effects on some of the solar 

system’s most mysterious 
weather features.

But in 2007, the planet 
reached equinox, the point 
in time where the sun is 
directly over the planet’s 
equator and what little 
sunlight the planet gets is 
distributed evenly over its 
northern and southern 
hemispheres, giving scien-
tists their best opportunity 
to probe the seasonal 
dynamics of the ringed 
planet. “The last time this  
happened, there were no 
instruments that could 
resolve any features on the 
planet,” says university of 
wisconsin-Madison 
researcher lawrence sromovsky. 
“now we can see what’s going on.”

 More information

Near-infrared images from the Keck II telescope show Uranus in 
2005 (left) and at equinox in 2007 (right pair). One curiosity is 
the massive cloud structure in the planet’s southern hemisphere 
(near the bright band), which moved 5° north of its position in 
the 2005 Keck image.
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astronomy in the news

A New Class of Comets
Lowell Observatory

david schleicher, lowell observatory plan-
etary astronomer, measured abundances of 
five molecular species in the comae of 150 
comets and discovered that one comet,  
96p/Machholz 1, has an extremely unusual 
chemistry. The exact cause of this chemical 
anomaly remains unknown, but each of 
three possible explanations will yield 
important but differing new constraints on 
the formation or evolution of comets. 

The discovery of Comet Machholz 1’s 
extremely anomalous composition reveals 
the existence of a new class of comets. 
astronomers identified two other classes in 
the 1990s. while Machholz 1 also has 
strongly depleted C2 and C3 carbon       
species, what makes it anomalous is that  
the molecule cyanogen, Cn, is extremely 
depleted. 

one possible explanation is that 
Machholz 1 did not originate in our solar 
system but instead escaped from another 
star. in this scenario, the other star’s proto-
planetary disk might have had a lower 
abundance of carbon, resulting in all      

carbon-bearing com-
pounds having lower 
abundances. 

another possible 
explanation for 
Machholz 1’s anoma-
lous composition is 
that it formed even 
further from the sun 
in a colder or more 
extreme environment 
than any other comet 
we have studied thus 
far. if this was the 
case, then the scarcity 
of such objects is 
likely associated with 
the significant diffi-
culty of explaining 
how such comets 
moved into the inner 
solar system where 
they can then be discovered and observed.

a third possibility is that Machholz 1 
originated as a carbon-chain depleted 
comet but that its chemistry was subse-
quently altered by extreme heat. while no 
other comet has exhibited changes in  

chemistry due to subsequent heating by the 
sun, Machholz 1 has the distinction of  
having an orbit that now takes it to well 
inside Mercury’s orbit every five years. 

 More information

Comet 96P/Machholz from the HI-2 camera of STEREO-A spacecraft
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Beta Pictoris Planet Finally 
Imaged?
European Southern Observatories

a team of french astronomers using eso’s 
very large Telescope have discovered an 
object located very close to the star Beta 
pictoris, which apparently lies inside its 
disc. with a projected distance from the 
star of only eight times the earth-sun     
distance, this object is most likely the giant 
planet suspected from the peculiar shape of 
the disc and the previously observed infall 
of comets onto the star. it would then be 
the first image of a planet that is as close to 
its host star as saturn is to the sun.

The hot star Beta pictoris is one of the 
best-known examples of stars surrounded 
by a dusty ‘debris’ disc. its disc was the first 
to be imaged — as early as 1984 — and 
remains the best-studied system. earlier 
observations showed a warp of the disc, a 
secondary inclined disc and infalling com-
ets onto the star. “These are indirect, but 
tell-tale signs that strongly suggest the pres-
ence of a massive planet lying between 5 
and 10 times the mean earth-sun distance 
from its host star,” says team leader anne-

Marie lagrange. 
“however, probing the 
very inner region of the 
disc, so close to the 
glowing star, is a most 
challenging task.”

recently, [2003 data 
was analyzed] in a dif-
ferent way to seek the 
trace of a companion to 
the star. “for this, the 
real challenge is to iden-
tify and subtract as 
accurately as possible 
the bright stellar halo,” 
explains lagrange. “we 
were able to achieve this 
after a precise and dras-
tic selection of the best 
images recorded during 
our observations.”

The strategy proved 
very rewarding, as the 
astronomers were able to 
discern a feeble, point-
like glow well inside the 
star’s halo.  More information

This composite image reveals the newly detected source as a small 
white dot more than 1,000 times fainter than Beta Pictoris at a 
projected distance of eight times the Earth-Sun distance.
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Sun’s Young Twin Has Two 
Asteroid Belts 
Harvard Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics

astronomers have discovered that the near-
by star epsilon eridani has two rocky aster-
oid belts and an outer icy ring, making it a 
triple-ring system. The inner asteroid belt is 
a virtual twin of the belt in our solar       
system, while the outer asteroid belt holds 
20 times more material. Moreover, the  
presence of these three rings of material 
implies that unseen planets confine and 
shape them.

The star epsilon eridani is slightly 
smaller and cooler than the sun. it is locat-
ed about 10.5 light-years from earth in the 
constellation eridanus. it is also younger 
than the sun, with an approximate age of 
850 million years. epsilon eridani and its 
planetary system show remarkable similari-
ties to our solar system at a comparable age.

“studying epsilon 
eridani is like having a 
time machine to look 
at our solar system 
when it was young,” 
said smithsonian 
astronomer Massimo 
Marengo (harvard-
smithsonian Center for 
astrophysics). lead 
author dana Backman 
(seTi institute) agreed, 
saying, “This system 
probably looks a lot 
like ours did when life 
first took root on earth.”

our solar system has a rocky asteroid 
belt between Mars and jupiter, about three 
astronomical units from the sun. (an astro-
nomical unit equals the average earth-sun 
distance of 93 million miles.) in total, it 
contains about 1/20 the mass of earth’s 

Moon. using nasa’s spitzer space 
Telescope, the team of astronomers found 
an identical asteroid belt orbiting epsilon 
eridani at a similar distance of three    
astronomical units.

 More information

This artist’s concept shows Epsilon Eridani with its pair of asteroid 
belts, in addition to previously identified candidate planets and an 
outer comet ring.

astronomy in the news
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Hubble Directly Observes Planet
STScI

The nasa/esa hubble space Telescope 
has taken the first visible light snapshot of a 
planet circling another star. estimated to be 
no more than three times jupiter’s mass, the 
planet, called fomalhaut b, orbits the bright 
southern star fomalhaut, located 25 light-
years away in the constellation piscis     
austrinus (the southern fish).

in 2004, the coronagraph on hubble’s 
advanced Camera for surveys (aCs)     
produced the first-ever resolved visible light 
image of a large dust belt surrounding 
fomalhaut. it clearly showed that this  
structure is in fact a ring of protoplanetary 
debris approximately 34.5 billion kilometres 
across with a sharp inner edge.

hubble astronomer paul Kalas of the 
university of California, Berkeley, and team 
members proposed in 2005 that the ring 

was being gravitationally 
modified by a planet lying 
between the star and the 
ring’s inner edge. Circum-
stantial evidence comes 
from hubble’s confirmation 
that the ring is offset from 
the centre of the star. 

now, hubble has actually 
photographed a point 
source of light lying three 
billion kilometres inside   
the ring’s inner edge. 
observations taken 21 
months apart by hubble’s 
aCs coronagraph show that 
the object is moving along a 
path around the star, and so 
is gravitationally bound to it. 
The planet is 17 billion kilometres from   
the star, or about 10 times the distance      
of the planet saturn from the sun.

 More information

Infant Stars at Feeding Time
European Southern Observatory

astronomers have used eso’s very large 
Telescope interferometer to conduct the 
first high-resolution survey that combines 
spectroscopy and interferometry on inter-
mediate-mass infant stars. They obtained a 
very precise view of the processes acting in 
the discs that feed stars as they form. These 
mechanisms include material infalling onto 
the star as well as gas being ejected, proba-
bly as a wind from the disc.

infant stars form from a disc of gas and 
dust that surrounds the new star and, later, 
may also provide the material for a       
planetary system. Because the closest star-
forming regions to us are about 500 light-
years away, these discs appear very small on 
the sky, and their study requires special 
techniques to be able to probe the finer 
details.

This is best done with interferometry, a 
technique that combines the light of two or 
more telescopes so that the level of detail 
revealed corresponds to that which would 
be seen by a telescope with a diameter 
equal to the separation between the     

interferometer 
elements,    
typically 40 to 
200 metres. 

“so far 
interferometry 
has mostly 
been used to 
probe the dust 
that closely 
surrounds 
young stars,” 
says eric 
Tatulli from 
grenoble 
(france), who 
co-led this 
international 
project. “But 
dust is only 
one percent of 
the total mass of the discs. Their main  
component is gas, and its distribution may 
define the final architecture of planetary 
systems that are still forming.”

astronomers have found evidence for 
matter falling into the star for two cases, 
and for mass outflow in four other stars, 

either in an extended stellar wind or in a 
disc wind.

 

 More information

An artist’s impression of the environment of a young star, showing the   
geometry of the dust disc in the outer area and the hot gas disc closer to   
the central star.

This image shows the newly discovered planet, Fomalhaut b, 
orbiting its parent star, Fomalhaut. The small white box at lower 
right pinpoints the planet’s location. The inset at bottom right 
is a composite image showing the planet’s position during 2004 
and 2006. (See the back cover for an artist’s concept.)
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Big Galaxy Collisions Can Stunt 
Star Formation
NOAO

a deep new image of the virgo cluster has 
revealed monumental tendrils of ionized 
hydrogen gas 400,000 light-years long con-
necting the elliptical galaxy M86 and the 
disturbed spiral galaxy ngC 4438.

Taken with the wide-field Mosaic imager 
on the national science foundation’s 
Mayall 4-meter telescope at Kitt peak 
national observatory, this hydrogen-alpha 
image and related spectroscopic measure-
ments of the filament provide striking    
evidence of a previously unsuspected high-
speed collision between the two galaxies.

“our data show that this system repre-
sents the nearest recent collision between a 
large elliptical galaxy and a large spiral,” 
said jeffrey Kenney of yale university, lead 
author of a paper published in a november 

2008 issue of Astrophysical Journal 
Letters. “This discovery provides some of 
the clearest evidence yet for high-speed 
collisions between large galaxies, and it 
suggests that the consequences of such 
collisions are a plausible alternative to 
black holes in trying to explain the mys-
tery of what process turns off star forma-
tion in the biggest galaxies.”

The virgo cluster is located approxi-
mately 50 million light-years from earth. 
previous studies had noticed disturbed 
h-alpha gas around each of the two gal-
axies, but no connection from the two 
had been inferred. 

 “The image shows what you can find 
if you look deep and wide, and we need-
ed to do both to see the M86-ngC 4438 
complex,” Kenney explains.

 More information

An image of part of the Virgo cluster has revealed 
monumental tendrils of ionized hydrogen gas 
400,000 light-years long connecting the elliptical 
galaxy M86 (right) and the disturbed spiral galaxy 
NGC 4438 (left).
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Supernova Time Travel
Subaru Telescope

a few months ago astronomers at the 
subaru Telescope went back in time and 
observed light from a “new star” that    
originally was seen on november 11, 1572, 
by astronomer Tycho Brahe and others. 
what Brahe observed as a bright star in the 
constellation Cassiopeia, outshining even 
venus, was actually a rare supernova event 
where the violent death of a star sends out 
an extremely bright outburst of energy. 

a team of international astronomers 
recently completed a study at subaru that 
focused on ‘light echos’ from Tycho’s super-
nova to determine its origin and exact type, 
and relate that information to what we see 
from its remnant today. a ‘light echo’ is 
light from the original supernova event that 
bounces off dust particles in surrounding 
interstellar clouds and reaches earth many 
years after the direct light passes by; in this 
case, 436 years ago. 

lead project astronomer at subaru, dr. 
Tomonori usuda, said “using light echoes 
in supernova remnants is time travelling in 
a way, in that it allows us to go back      

hundreds of years to observe 
the first light from a super-
nova event. we got to relive 
a significant historical 
moment and see it as famed 
astronomer Tycho Brahe did 
hundreds of years ago. More 
importantly, we get to see 
how a supernova in our own 
galaxy behaves from its   
origin.”

on september 24, 2008, 
using the faint object  
Camera and spectrograph 
instrument at subaru, the 
light echoes were broken 
apart into the signatures of 
atoms (spectra) present 
when supernova 1572 
exploded. The results 
showed clear absorption of 
once-ionized silicon and 
absence of the hydrogen 
h-alpha emission. The  
findings were very typical of 
a Type ia supernova observed at           
maximum brightness of its outburst.
.

 More information

This composite image of the Tycho supernova remnant com-
bines infrared and X-ray observations obtained with NASA’s 
Spitzer and Chandra space observatories respectively, and the 
Calar Alto Observatory, Spain.
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astronomy in the news

http://www.noao.edu/outreach/press/pr08/pr0807.html
http://www.naoj.org/Pressrelease/2008/12/03/index.html
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The Nature of Hanny’s Voorwerp
Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy 
(ASTRON)

new observations made by radio telescopes 
have finally revealed the nature of the bizarre 
object known as “hanny’s voorwerp” 
(Mercury, autumn 2008, page 32). The 
voorwerp was discovered by hanny van 
arkel, a dutch school teacher and an enthu-
siastic volunteer of the galaxy zoo project. 
while surfing through hundreds of images, 
hanny noticed a huge green irregular cloud 
of gas of galactic scale, located about 60,000 
light-years from a nearby galaxy, iC 2497. 
The object has had astronomers scratching 
their heads for over a year now — the extent 
of the cloud is enormous and the gas is 
extremely hot (> 15,000° Celsius) but para-
doxically it is devoid of stars.

an international team of astronomers, 
led by prof. Mike garrett (asTron/leiden), 

and including hanny van arkel herself, have 
observed iC 2497 and the voorwerp with 
the westerbork synthesis radio Telescope 
(wsrT) and an e-vlBi array in which the 
wsrT also participated.

The picture that is emerging from these 
data is that a jet of highly energetic particles 
is being generated by a massive black hole at 
the centre of iC 2497. “it looks as though the 
jet emanating from the black hole clears a 
path through the dense interstellar medium 
of iC 2497 towards hanny’s voorwerp,” says 
garrett. “This cleared channel permits the 
beam of intense optical and ultraviolet emis-
sion associated with the black hole, to illumi-
nate a small part of a large gas cloud that 
partially surrounds the galaxy. The optical 
and ultraviolet emission heats and ionizes 
the gas cloud, thus creating the phenomena 
known as hanny’s voorwerp.”

 More information

WSRT observations reveal a radio jet (white 
contours) emanating from the centre of the 
nearby galaxy IC 2497, headed straight in the 
direction of Hanny’s Voorwerp (green). The 
observations also reveal a huge reservoir of 
hydrogen gas (colored orange) that probably 
arose from a previous encounter between      
IC 2497 and another galaxy.

astronomy in the news

Oceanside Photo & Telescope has been serving
the astronomical community for over 25 years.
We have the largest selection of astronomy
equipment on the planet! Whether you need
telescopes, CCD cameras or accessories for 
personal use or a large observatory project for 
a University, OPT’s experts are here to help.

OPT’s Customer Commitment:
Huge Selection
Competitive Pricing
Product Knowledge
Customer Service  

Discover the Wonders 
of the Universe

800.483.6287 • optcorp.com
Oceanside Photo & Telescope
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Candidates for the 2009 Board of Directors 
Election
The nominations Committees of the astronomical society of the 
pacific have announced that the following individuals have agreed 
to stand for election to the asp Board of directors. Three regular 
seats are up for election in 2009, as well as the seat representing the 
amateur astronomy community.

The list of candidates for the three regular seats includes (in 
alphabetical order):

Dr. Daniel R. Altschuler
professor, university of puerto rico
río piedras, puerto rico

Dr. Geoffrey Clayton
professor, department of physics and astronomy
louisiana state university
Baton rouge, louisiana 

Doris Daou
director of Communication and outreach, 
nasa lunar science institute, nasa ames research Center
Moffett field, California

Dr. Evalyn Gates
assistant director, Kavli institute for Cosmological physics
university of Chicago
Chicago, illinois

Dr. Don McCarthy
astronomer, steward observatory at The university of arizona
Tucson, arizona

Sandra Preston
assistant director for education and outreach
The university of Texas Mcdonald observatory
austin, Texas

The list of candidates for the amateur astronomy seat, to be voted 
separately by the membership, includes (in alphabetical order):

Doug Brown
president, fremont peak observatory association
san jose, California

Scott W. Roberts
president and Manager, explore scientific, llC
laguna hills, California

according to society bylaws, members may submit additional 
nominations provided that the nomination is signed by at least 25 
active members and is accompanied by a written declaration of the 
nominee’s willingness to serve. The nomination, signatures, and 
nominee statement must reach the society’s office in san francisco 
on or before april 15, 2008, and should be sent to:

executive director
astronomical society of the pacific
390 ashton avenue
san francisco, Ca 94112-1722

The asp offers its thanks and good wishes to all of the candidates. 
Ballots will be mailed to all active asp members around May 15. 
Ballots must be returned to the society with a postmark no later 
than july 15 in order to be included in the tally.

Additional Board Members
The asp Board of directors has appointed new members to the two 
Board-appointed positions: the seat vacated by sandi Billings (a 
three-year term) and the seat from which Marc gineris recently 
resigned one year into his second three-year term (and thus a two-
year term).

Cathy Langridge, director of retail finance for levi strauss 
here in san francisco, has been appointed to the first seat. Cathy, 
who has long been associated with the Morrison planetarium and 
the California academy of sciences, brings an active love of astron-
omy with her business expertise, and we welcome her to the society 
and the Board.

our own Michael Gibbs, formerly Chief advancement officer at 
the asp and now vice president for advancement and assistant 
professor at Capital College in laurel, Maryland, has been appoint-
ed to the second seat. Michael brings his extensive fundraising and 
advancement experience to the Board as well as his knowledge of 
the asp, having served as Cao for the society for the past three 
years.

we're pleased to make a new friend in Cathy and to keep an old 
friend in Michael. These new Board members will bring key exper-
tise to the Board in terms of business and finance acumen, and in 
fundraising knowledge and experience respectively. we look for-
ward to having them join us in january for the Board meeting.

Galileoscope Update
The Galileoscope ( Mercury, summer 2008, page 22) will soon be 
available for ordering. To refresh everyone's memory, the Galileo-
scope is a high-quality, low-cost telescope kit developed for the 
international year of astronomy 2009 by a team of leading astrono-
mers, optical engineers, and science educators (see prototype at 
right). 

no matter where you 
live, with this easy-to-as-
semble refractor you can 
see the celestial  wonders 
that galileo first 
glimpsed 400 years ago 
and that still delight star-
gazers today, including 
lunar craters, the phases 
of venus, the moons of 
jupiter, and saturn’s 
rings. in addition, each 
half of the telescope tube 
serves as an optical 
bench that becomes an 
optics station where students can perform a number  of experi-
ments developed by the nsf-funded hands-on optics project.

information about ordering the Galileoscope should be posted on 
this website during january.

News and information for Society members

http://galileoscope.org.s24296.gridserver.com
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Travel With the ASP
in conjunction with 
MwT associates, 
the asp offers a 
astronomy-themed 
travel. in 2009 there 
are five such trips: 
The Northern 
Lights & Lava 
Fields (february 
15–22), Galileo’s 
Tuscan Sky (March 
25–april 2), East-
ern Seaboard to 
Iceland (May 8–21), 
China: Great Saros 136 Total Solar Eclipse (july 13–26), and 
Paris: Art, Astronomy, and History (september 17–24). 

all tours feature an astronomical enrichment program presented 
by distinguished lecturers including astronomy historian and  
writer dr. william sheehan (paris) and former asp president dr. 
alex filippenko (eastern seaboard to iceland). To learn more 
about each trip, visit the asp’s astronomical Tours webpage.

2009 ASP Annual Conference
now that it’s officially 2009, remember to set aside september 12 
to 16 for a celebration of the asp’s 120th anniversary at the westin 
san francisco 
 airport hotel in 
Millbrae, California. 
The meeting will 
begin with hands- 
on workshops for 
formal and informal 
astronomy and sci-
ence educators on 
saturday, september 
12 and sunday, 
 september 13. 

The annual members’ meeting will be held on sunday evening 
prior to the opening reception. The meeting proper will begin 
Monday the 14th, and conclude the evening of the 16th; the  
annual awards banquet will be held Tuesday evening. The theme 
of the 2009 gathering will be “science education and outreach: 
forging a path to the future.” To be notified when more meeting 
information becomes available, please sign up via our annual 
Meeting webpage.

NEW MEMBERS  —  The ASP welcomes new members 
who joined between October 11 and December 31, 2008.

Technical Membership

Michael R. Brewster, Austin, TX
Dale L. Fields, Woodland Hills, CA
Edward C. Mosevich, Prescott, AZ
Jennifer S. Russell, United Kingdom
Kovil H. Sven, Winnemucca, NV
Stephen Weston, Chico, CA

General Membership

Robert J. Bologna, Detroit, MI
David A. Ladensohn, San Antonio, TX
Cathy G. Langridge, San Rafael, CA
Joseph T. Molyson, Bonaire, GA
Thomas J. Sarko, Lake Worth, FL

A Gift That Gives Back
u

planned giving
 with

the asp heritage society 

T he Astronomical Society of the Pacific is 
pleased to recognize our members and friends 

who have included the ASP in their estate plans. This 
support of our mission is truly appreciated.

Join the Heritage Society by making a planned gift 
today. Visit us online or contact us to request an 
informational brochure.

 www.astrosociety.org/support.html  
or  

(415) 337-1100 x106

http://melitatrips.com
http://www.astrosociety.org/events/tours.html
http://www.astrosociety.org/events/meeting.html
http://www.astrosociety.org/events/meeting.html
http://www.astrosociety.org/support/heritage.html
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Society  
Benefactor
($25,000 and above)
Estate of Mark A. Stolle
National Aeronautics & Space 

Administration
Space Science Institute
Spitzer Science Center – JPL
STScI – Origins Education Forum
The Regents of the UC Berkeley

President’s  
Circle
($5,000 – $24,999)
American Astronomical Society
Jeffrey Bennett
Terry & Cindy Brennan
Michael F. Cronin
Google, Inc.
Lockheed Martin Space Systems Co. 

in support of Bay Area Project 
ASTRO

Mason Productions, Inc.
Burton & Deedee McMurtry
Gordon* & Diane Myers
National Radio Astronomy 

Observatory
Robert L. Thomason

Edward S.  
Holden Society
($2,000 – $4,999)
Astronomy Magazine
Ball Aerospace & Technologies 

Corporation
Beslist.nl B.V.
Kyle W. Blackman
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in honor of Sidney C. Wolff
Marc A. Gineris†
Russell A. Harding
Cathy G. Langridge† 

in honor of Robert & Ruth 
Langridge

Ronald Rosano & Susan Morrow 
in support of Bay Area Project 
ASTRO

Neil D. Tyson
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Universities Space Research 

Association
Al Whaley
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($1,000 - $1,999)
Michael A. Bennett
Edward K. Conklin
Jo Ann Eder 

in honor of John Graham
Frank K. Edmondson
Timothy & Carolyn Ferris
Katy D. Garmany
John A. Graham
Mary Kay Hemenway†
Interstellar Media Productions
James B. Kaler†
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in support of PASP Fund & Bay 
Area Project ASTRO
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Program – JPL
Bruce Partridge†
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Sponsor
($500 – $999)
Anonymous
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Robert G. Dryden, Jr.
Eugene E. Epstein† 

in honor of Jim Manning
Alexei & Noelle Filippenko 

in memory of Donald E. 
Osterbrock

Roy H. Garstang 
in memory of William Rense

John & Gail Gaustad
Michael G. Gibbs**†
William A. Gutsch, Jr.†
Alan S. Kane
Kathleen E. Kraemer
Richard B. Larson
Chuck & Pat McPartlin
David J. Monyak
MWT Associates, Inc.
Stephen M. Pompea 

in honor of Irene N. Pompea
John W. Reed 

in memory of Drs. Eli & Nola 
Haynes, Dr. F.N. Edmunds, Jr., 
and Mr. Russell C. Maag

Dennis L. Schatz
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THE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF THE PACIFIC ACKNOWLEDGES AND THANKS the following individuals and funding partners 
who provided support for our annual operating budget as well as specific programs from January 1 to December 31, 2008. Their 
investment and partnership made possible the growth of our mission-based programs. Thank you for your continued support as we 
work in concert to advance science literacy through engagement in astronomy. Together, we are making a difference.
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in memory of Dr. Frank K. 
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Katherine Bracher
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in memory of Donald E. 
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Neil Gehrels
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in memory of Raymond E. 
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William S. Green
Thomas P. Greene
Marshall Hall, III
Robert J. Hawley
James E. Hesser 

in memory of John 
Climenhaga

Esther M. Hu 
in memory of Dr. Dorit 
Hoffleit

David A. Hufnagel

Joanne D. Hughes
Raleigh E. Hughes, Jr.
Judith L. Hulse
Philip L. Inderwiesen*
Gary F. Jaffe
Alan Jaroslovsky
Richard R. Joyce
Jun Jugaku
Dave Kary & Joann Eisberg
Sidney J. Kass
Brian G. Keating
Francis W. Keeler, Jr.
Sen Kikuchi
Ivan R. King 

in support of Bart Bok Fund
Arnold R. Klemola
David C. Koo
Richard G. Kron
John & Jan Kronholm
Edwin C. Krupp
Louis W. Kunz
Lawrence Hall of Science
Larry & Nancy Lebofsky
Warren W. Leong
Nicholas & Annette Loutrel
Timothy W. Lynch
Kevin M. Mahoney
Geoffrey W. Marcy 

in memory of George Abell
Fred Marschak
Christopher F. McKee
Robin H. McGlohn
Steven P. Menaker
Keith A. Minnich
Ted Mitchell
Nancy D. Morrison
Pauline A. Napieralski
Michael C. Nolan

Tierney A. O’Dea
Robert T. O’Dell
Orlando Parsi Ros
Evans W. Paschal
John R. Percy
Shirlee D. Perkins
Stephen C. Perrenod 

in memory of Marc Aaronson
Alexander R. Peters
Al Pickett
Gary W. Portenier
J. A. Posey, Jr.
Darwin R. Poulos
John H. Preston
Thomas E. Pruitt
George C. Roberts
George J. Roberts
Scott W. Roberts†
Nancy G. Roman
Jeffrey D. Rosendhal 

in honor of Michael Bennett
Juanita V. Ryan
A. Eric Rydgren
Richard D. Sakal
Philip J. Sakimoto†
Jose Francisco Salgado
Gary E. Sanger
Andrew M. Schlei
Maarten Schmidt
Gregory R. Schultz
Frank E. Shackelford 

in memory of Barton W. 
Shackelford 

Daniel & Jean Shaw
Richard A. Shaw
Gregory A. Shields
Janet P. Simpson
W. Thomas Stalker, III

John A. Stevens
Alice A. Stewart
Jerry W. Stewart
Dean J. Stoker
Edward C. Stone
Sidney N. Stone
Ray R. Stonecipher
Thomas C. Strickland
Gregory A. Sullivan
Mark V. Sykes†
Terry J. Teays
John R. Teerlink
Thomas M. Tekach
Glenn A. Thompson
Alan Tokunaga
Silvia Torres-Peimbert
Laurie A. Toyama
Virginia L. Trimble 

in memory of Mirek Plavec
Robert G. Tull 

in memory of Prof. Stan Wyatt
Seth L. Tuttle
John A. Vickers
Marshall W. Walker 

in honor of Connie Walker
Elizabeth M. Warner
David & Hideko Weissgerber
A. R. Welch
Richard D. Wheatley, Sr.
Robert H. Wiersma
Kay M. Wilson
Robert E. Wilson
Robert F. Wing
Alan & Susan Wyatt
David Yap
Charles E. Yates
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($1 – $99)
Anonymous – several names
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Frederick P. Montana
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Patrick M. Motl
Gregory Mulinare
Michael H. Munoz
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Alvyn I. Nacman
Paul C. Narlock
David J. Nichols
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Ronald J. Oliversen
Patrick S. Osmer
Thomas G. Pannuti
Carlos Perez Pena
James P. Pesavento
James G. Peters 

in memory of Alice M. Peters
Bradley M. Peterson 

in memory of Andrew Wilson
Jim J. Peterson
Katherine A. Pettiss
Betty P. Preece
Sandra L. Preston
Carlton P. Pryor
Boris Ragent
Michael D. Reynolds
Paul F. Richards
Matthew J. Richter
Jane J. Risk
Miguel A. Rivera
Francis H. Roberts
Lyndle E. Rooks
Bonnie Sachatello-Sawyer
Scott & Betsy Sandford
Tom P. Sargent
Paul C. Schmidtke
Libbie A. Schock
Lani A. J. Schonberg
Charles A. Schweighauser 

in memory of Bart Bok
Francois Schweizer
Jerry J. Sershen
Hugo E. Shane
Whitney W. Shane
Stephen J. Shawl
Mark A. Shure
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Carter-Thaxton W. Smith
Elske V. P. Smith
David E. Snead
Anna H. Spitz
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William L. Stein
Kathleen M. Steinauer
Terry & Linda Stephenson
Berton L. Stevens, Jr. 

in memory of Janet A. Stevens 
Robert W. Stevenson
Mark D. Stojkov
Jeff L. Stoner
Richard J. Stover
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in support of Slooh for 
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John J. Sunta, III
Ihor Szkolar
B. Ray Thompson, Jr.
James D. Thursby
John D. Trasco
Gay Van Horn & Alan Koenig
Karen M. Vanlandingham
George Varga
Catherine C. Venturini
Boris Vernovsky
Elizabeth O. Waagen 

in memory of Janet A. Mattei
Jim Y. Wada
Frederick M. Walter
Rene Walterbos
Larry & M. Elizabeth Wasser
Harold F. Weaver 

in memory of Robert J. 
Trumpler

Earle B. Weiss
Ray J. Weymann
Michael Wightman
Linda I. Winkler
Margaret K. Winski 

in memory of Sidney Z. 
 Winski
Adolf N. Witt
Gary L. Wood
Larry* & Sharon Woods
Anne G. Young
Edward J. Young
Norbert & Marion Zacharias
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AstroShop
www.astrosociety.orgAll proceeds from product sales support the mission and education programs of the ASP

Construct a Telescope Kit

Guy Ottewell 
Astronomical Calendar

Sunspotter Solar Telescope
Preparing for the 2009 

International Year of Astronomy: 
A Hands-On Symposium

BE A PART OF THE 2009 INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF ASTRONOMY!

http://www.astrosociety.org/online-store/scstore/shophome.html
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Members of the 
ASP Heritage 
Society
Robert D. Arnott
Michael Bennett & Leslie Larson
Jeanne Bishop
Terence & Cynthia Brennan
William Howard, III
J. Daniel Sedillo
Leopold Tedesco

ASP’s 2008 
Annual  
Conference
The following organiza-
tions have contributed 
significant support and 
sponsorship to the success 
of this conference.
120th Annual Meeting in 
St. Louis, Missouri
American Astronomical Society – 

Education Office
Ball Aerospace & Technologies
MWT Associates, Inc.
NASA’s Exoplanet Exploration 

Program – JPL
NASA Science Mission 

Directorate
National Radio Astronomy 

Observatory
Spitzer Science Center
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sky sights

The Skies of February

look high in the south around 9 pm and you’ll the seven stars of 
orion, the hunter, dominating the scene. (see the autumn 2008 
issue of Mercury, page 41, for more about orion.) 

But all this month and next, the winter sky sparkles with eight 
bright stars that take the shape of a large letter “G” or the number 
“6,” depending upon your imagination’s preference. Capella (in 
auriga), the top star in this letter/number shape, is nearly overhead. 
The big curve down takes your eye past Castor and Pollux (both in 
gemini), Procyon (Canis Minor), and Sirius (Canis Major). Then 
curve up through Rigel (in orion) to reddish Aldebaran (Taurus) 
and finally curl inward to reddish Betelgeuse (also in orion).

if you’d like to learn more about seven of these eight celestial 
luminaries, i’d suggest fred schaaf ’s latest book The Brightest Stars. 
in it he explores the lore and science of the 21 brightest stars in the 
sky (unfortunately Castor didn’t make the cut).  

february’s sky highlight occurs just after sunset on the 27th, 
when the 3-day-old Moon lies just to the left of brilliant Venus. This 

magnificent pair stands about 30° above the western horizon shortly 
after sunset. don’t miss it: this is probably the best Moon-planet 
conjunction of 2009!

at dawn on the 16th, look for Mars and Jupiter less than 1° 
apart low in the east; they’ll be tough to spot. Mercury will be hov-
ering to their upper right. or try finding them 30 minutes before 
sunrise on the 22nd when the crescent Moon is upper right of 
Mercury, with jupiter and Mars to Mercury’s lower left respectively. 
This month Saturn is high in the south by midnight; the Moon   
visits on the 11th. The rings are inclined a mere 1.8°; they may be 
invisible in a small telescope! (see my comments regarding saturn 
on the next page.)

The Skies of March

rising out of the northeast are seven stars that form a shape familiar 
to most northern hemisphere stargazers — the Big Dipper. some-
times thought of as a constellation, this stellar grouping is actually 
an asterism, a star pattern that’s part of a larger constellation (in this 
case Ursa Major, the Great Bear). 

all seven stars 
are bright enough 
to shine through 
the murk of a light-
polluted sky,     
making the asterism 
an obvious signpost 
for city-dwelling 
stargazers. and one 
of the dipper’s    
primary roles is to 
point the way to 
Polaris, the north 
or pole star via the 
two end stars (the 
pointers) in the Big 
dipper’s Bowl. 

The north star 
belongs to ursa 
Minor, the little 
Bear, which 
includes seven stars 
that form the little 
dipper. polaris is 
bright enough to be seen in urban skies, as are the two end stars in 
the bowl of the little dipper. But the only time you’ll see the entire 
little dipper is if you’re observing under reasonably dark skies. 

Mizar, the star at the bend of the Big dipper’s handle is of inter-
est. in a reasonably dark sky you might be able to see Alcor, its dim 
companion, with your unaided eye. aim a telescope toward the pair, 

by Paul Deans

• Go to Sky & Telescope’s February 2009 Sky Chart
• How to use S&T’s Interactive Sky Chart

• Go to Sky & Telescope’s March 2009 Sky Chart
• How to use S&T’s Interactive Sky Chart
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http://www.amazon.com/Brightest-Stars-Discovering-Universe-Brilliant/dp/0471704105
http://skychart.skytonight.com/observing/skychart/skychart.asp?lat=40.0&lng=-100.0&timezone=-6&datetime=2009.2.14at9:00PM&dst=off&calt=17&
http://skychart.skytonight.com/observing/skychart/skychart.asp?lat=40.0&lng=-100.0&timezone=-6&datetime=2009.3.15at9:00PM&dst=on&calt=17&
http://www.carinasoft.com
http://www.carinasoft.com
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and you’ll find that Mizar itself splits into two close but separate 
stars. The threesome is a pretty sight at low power.

Saturn is a planetary highlight all year long, because its rings are 
vanishing. later this year (early september), saturn’s rings will be 
edge-on to us, and until then you can watch their changing aspect 
(but only through a telescope). This month they’re tipped by a mere 
2.5° and are barely visible. The tilt increases slightly (to 4.2°) by 
mid-May, at which point they start to close again. 

This disappearing act by saturn’s rings, which takes place when 
earth passes through saturn’s ring plane, occurs approximately 
every 15 years. The bonus is that with the rings out of the way, you’ll 
have a better view of the planet itself; a 6-inch telescope at high 
power should reveal a few of saturn’s dusky cloud belts and zones.  
in March saturn rises around sunset in leo (see the star chart at 
right for its exact location). 

at the start of the month Venus continues to dazzle in the west 
after sunset, but the show is nearing its end. in fact, by the end of 
March the planet is gone from the west and is, instead, popping up 
in the east nearly 45 minutes before sunrise.

Mars, Mercury, and Jupiter start the month very low in the 
east-southeast before sunrise. don’t bother with Mercury; it’ll be 
easier to see next month after sunset. But jupiter and Mars are 
slowly pulling away from the solar glare, and by month’s end they’ll 
be a little easier to spot. look for bright jupiter left of the crescent 
Moon on the 22nd, and dim Mars below the lunar crescent two 
mornings later. 

don’t forget: daylight-saving time begins at 2:00 am on sunday 
the 8th, and the spring equinox occurs on the 20th at 4:44 am 
pacific daylight Time.

The Skies of April

Leo, the Lion, is one of the most recognizable constellations of the 
zodiac. six of its brightest stars form a huge backwards question 
mark or sickle in the sky. The question mark’s “period” is 1.4-  
magnitude Regulus, the final bright star discussed in fred schaaf ’s 
book mentioned on the previous page. This blue-white star has a 
faint nearby companion that’s challenging to see in binoculars but 
easy to pick out in a small telescope. long-time observer and 
author sissy haas described the pair as: “a brilliant white beacon 
with a tiny smokeball beside it.”

To the upper left of regulus is the double star Algieba, which 
haas calls: “a showcase pair.” she notes that in a telescope at high 
magnification, algieba splits into two slightly unequally bright stars, 
“grapefruit orange in color.”

as shown on the star chart above, Saturn is currently within leo 
and will remain there until it vanishes into the solar glare this   
summer. The 11-day-old Moon passes below saturn on april 6th (as 
well as on March 10th and february 11th).

There are two fine highlights this month. on the morning of 
March 22nd, observers across most of north america will be able to 
watch the 27-day-old crescent Moon occult (hide) Venus. as seen 
from western north america, venus disappears behind the lunar 
limb shortly after dawn. Check this occultation site for location- 
specific predictions of the ingress (disappearance) and egress   
(reappearance) of venus. note that the times given on the website 
are universal Time, not local time.

four days later, on the evening of the 26th, take your best shot at 
spotting Mercury after sunset. This evening look for this elusive 
planet below and slightly to the right of the 2-day-old crescent 
Moon. in between the two is the pleiades star Cluster. with          
the Moon and Mercury some 5° apart, the threesome will look   
particularly striking in binoculars. 

IYA Feature Sky Sights:  
Moon, Saturn, and the Whirlpool Galaxy
during each month of the international year of astronomy, one 
particular celestial object is highlighted. The asp provides more 
information about each object and downloadable lesson plans on 
our discovery guides site. January’s celestial object — Venus — 
remains a brilliant evening sight through february and into mid-
March.

February – The Moon: The Moon is the closest astronomical 
object to the earth. galileo was the first to observe craters and 
mountains on the Moon. Today, decent binoculars will reveal more 
lunar features than galileo ever saw.

March – Saturn: galileo’s observations of saturn revealed objects 
that looked like two handles around saturn. later observations 
showed these objects to be rings, composed of billions of ice 
particles. 

April – Whirlpool Galaxy: The whirlpool was the first galaxy 
recognized to have a spiral shape, as observed by lord rosse in 
1845. Today, we know that our own Milky way is also a spiral gal-
axy. The whirlpool galaxy is located in the constellation Canes 
venatici and can be observed with a small telescope. 

• Go to Sky & Telescope’s April 2009 Sky Chart
• How to use S&T’s Interactive Sky Chart

sky sights
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http://www.lunar-occultations.com/iota/planets/0422venus.htm
http://www.skyandtelescope.com/howto/basics/3304611.html#UT
http://www.astrosociety.org/iya/guides.html
http://skychart.skytonight.com/observing/skychart/skychart.asp?lat=40.0&lng=-100.0&timezone=-6&datetime=2009.04.15at10:00PM&dst=on&calt=17&
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Thanks to Sky & Telescope maga-
zine, Mercury readers have direct 
access to S&T’s online interactive 

sky Chart. while anyone can go to it on 
sky’s website, registration is required to 
load and use the charts. registration is 
free and has some advantages, but it’s not 
necessary for asp members who just want 
to retrieve the monthly star chart.

Sky & Telescope’s interactive sky Chart 
is a java applet that simulates a naked-eye 
view of the sky from any location on earth 
at any time of night. Charted stars and 
planets are the ones typically visible with-
out optical aid under clear suburban skies. 
some deep-sky objects that can be seen in 
binoculars are plotted too.

Using the Chart: The Basics
when you launch Sky & Telescope’s inter-
active sky Chart applet in your web 
browser, you should get a rectangular view of the sky in the upper 
left and a large circular all-sky chart on the right. if the star charts do 
not appear, refer to the “Tech Talk” section at the end of this article.

so when you click on the link for the february sky Chart, you 
should see, in a new window, a screen that looks like the image above. 
each of the monthly links in sky sights will take you to a chart set 
for 40° north latitude and 100° west longitude (so it’s useful through-
out the continental us) at 9 pm local time at midmonth in february 
and March; 10 pm in april. The chart can be used one hour later at 
the start of each month and one hour earlier at month-end.

if all you want is a copy of the circular all-sky Chart to take out-
side, press the “Create pdf” button, and then print the result. you’ll 
find the easy-to-use instructions included on the chart.

But sky’s interactive Chart offers much more. Click on any area of 
the circular all-sky Chart that you’d like to see in more detail. The 
green frame will jump to where your cursor is pointing, and the 
scene in the selected view window will now show this area. 

or click and hold down your mouse button within the green 
frame on the all-sky Chart, then drag the frame around the sky. The 
scene in the selected view window will change as the location of the 
green rectangle on the all-sky Chart changes. 

finally, click and hold down your mouse button in the selected 
view window, then drag the cursor to move to another part of the 
sky. The green frame in the all-sky Chart will follow your 
movements.

Changing the Chart
Below the selected view window you’ll find the latitude and longi-
tude the chart is set for, as well as the date and time. These can all be 
changed. 

To alter the date and time, click on the month, day, year, hour, or 

minute in the display at lower left, which will become highlighted. 
(you can change only one parameter at a time.) Then use the + or – 
button to increase or decrease the value you’ve selected. each time 
you change a quantity, both the selected view and all-sky Chart will 
be updated instantly. 

if you’d rather do a wholesale change, click the large “Change” 
button in the date & Time display area. a pop-up window will 
appear. here you can choose any date between january 1, 1600, and 
december 31, 2400, using the day and month pull-down lists and the 
year text-entry box.

To alter the location (and time zone), you’ll need to click the large 
“Change” button in the location display area. a pop-up window will 
appear that will let you select a new location (be sure to enter data in 
just one of the three sections of this page). a follow-up page will let 
you select a time zone. But note that unless you register, the system 
will not remember your new location.

you’ll find more detailed instructions and hints for using the 
chart on the help page. To really become familiar with this program, 
see the article: fun with S&T’s interactive sky Chart.

Tech Talk
The applet should work properly in most java-enabled web  brows-
ers. for best results on a pC, use internet explorer 6 or netscape 7; 
on a Mac, use os X 10.3 (or higher) with safari. if you’ve installed a 
“pop-up stopper” to block advertisements that automatically open in 
new browser windows, you’ll probably have to turn it off, as the 
interactive sky Chart needs to open in a new browser window.

if you have trouble getting the sky Chart to open on your comput-
er, please review sky’s detailed system requirements to check whether 
you’re using a supported operating system. and don’t forget to also 
review the help page. 

Using Sky & Telescope’s Interactive Sky Chart
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http://www.skyandtelescope.com/help/3304366.html
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http://www.skyandtelescope.com/observing/skychart/3304901.html?page=1&c=y
http://www.skyandtelescope.com/help/3304366.html
http://www.skyandtelescope.com
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imagine an opportunity to support science education that was 
400 years in the making. Consider the power of an entire year 
devoted to raising the public awareness of astronomy and sci-

entific literacy — for teachers and students, for community groups, 
for the media, and for the public at large. This is the essence of the 
international year of astronomy (iya).

Those are the opening lines of the asp’s website dedicated to the 
international year of astronomy (iya). They are a perfect, jargon-
free summary of the overarching goal of the iya.

astronomy organizations worldwide are planning a multitude of 
special events to celebrate the 400th anniversary of galileo’s use of 
the telescope. The official opening ceremonies have already taken 
place, and some projects, such as the Cosmic diary and the 365 
days of astronomy podcasts, are well underway. 

Sky & Telescope, one of the asp’s corporate affiliates, has made 
available the article “The year to Celebrate astronomy” by iya 
organizers Catherine Cesarsky, pedro russo, and lars lindberg 
Christensen from the january 2009 issue of Sky & Telescope as a free 
pdf download. The story, written by three leading iya proponents, 
nicely reviews what’s going on and summarizes the year’s 11 corner-
stone projects; you’ll find more details here.

naturally, the asp is deeply involved in a number of iya pro-
grams and activities. whether you’re a teacher, an informal educa-
tor, or someone who occasionally does astronomy presentations, 
please take a moment to explore what’s available, right now, on the 
asp’s iya site:

• The iya discovery guides help 
you experience and share the universe 
with easy-to-use monthly guides. each 
iya discovery guide includes a 
monthly theme, a hands-on activity to 
explore the theme, and a featured 
celestial object and how to find it in 
the sky.

• The astronomy activities and 
resources page contains an excellent 
search engine that will let you quickly find just the right level of pre-
sentation and activity resources, within the night sky network, for 
a variety of audience levels, venues, and educator types. 

But here’s the thing to remember. The iya may feature 2009 as 
the year of astronomy, but many of the activities can, and should, 
continue to be relevant year after year. The iya isn’t supposed to be 
a one-shot effort; in fact many in the astronomical community 
would argue that it’d be disappointing if that was the end result.

for example, download the pdf of the january 2009 iya       
discovery guide (the link takes you to the page, not the download) 

and examine it with 
a long-term view in 
mind. except for 
the featured 
observing object, 
there’s nothing in 
january’s guide 
that’s time sensitive. 
(venus isn’t always 
in the west just 
after sunset as it is 
this january.) The 
same is true for the 
other months; only 
the featured observing objects for january, february, March, and 
september need some care if used beyond 2009.

or go the astronomy activities and resources page and click on 
“view all astronomy resources.” scan the 60 listings (as of early 
january) and note that while some are iya2009 resources, most are 
not. The majority of the site’s contents will be useful far beyond the 
expiry of the iya and for events that are not iya related. i’ve already 
noted a couple of useful items for a talk i’ll be giving next year.

The asp is particularly cognizant of the need to take advantage 
of the interest in the iya to create “evergreen” content — material 
that can be used for the improvement of science education and     
literacy (through engagement in astronomy) for many years beyond 
2009. The asp is pursuing four signature programs for the iya — 
Cosmic Clearing house, galileo Teacher Training program, Cosmic 
Companion, and expanding the informal universe — with plans to 
sustain these efforts into the future. with luck, these resources will 
be available for years to come.

i should say with luck and some funding. everything costs, and it 
would be a shame if these resources were not created in the first 
place because the asp couldn’t afford to do so. so even though the 
iya2009 is already underway, the asp is continuing to fundraise for 
these worthwhile projects. 

if you’d like to help ensure that these four signature projects pro-
ceed, please consider supporting the society. you can make a dif-
ference by making a gift today. (There is an iya segment partway 
down the donations page.) By creating these legacy projects, the 
asp can continue to improve science literacy through engagement 
in astronomy — during 2009 and beyond. 

PAUL DEANS is the editor of Mercury. At times he uses material from    
various sources, including the ASP, to create astronomy presentations   

geared to a wide variety of audiences.

Take the IYA Beyond 2009
International Year of Astronomy activities shouldn’t stop when the year ends.

reflections

by Paul Deans

As part of the February Discovery Guide, stu-
dents use a simple 3-D model to discover why 
the Moon has phases. Although set in February, 
it’s a timeless exercise.
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http://www.astrosociety.org/iya/index.html
http://www.cosmicdiary.org
http://365daysofastronomy.org
http://365daysofastronomy.org
http://media.skytonight.com/documents/200901082086.pdf
http://www.astronomy2009.org/globalprojects/cornerstones/
http://www.astrosociety.org/iya/guides.html
http://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/download-search.cfm
http://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/download-search.cfm
http://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/download-view.cfm?Doc_ID=300
http://www.astrosociety.org/iya/asp_role.html
https://www1117.verio-web.com/astr88/about/donation.html
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